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Abstract. Conventional wisdom describes environmental law as a field filled with rigid mandates. Many critiques of the field start with that rigidity as a key premise, and they allege that inflexibility is a central failing or, alternatively, a squandered virtue. Influential reform proposals follow from both allegations.

This Article demonstrates that these premises are often mistaken. Based on literature reviews and interviews with environmental-law practitioners, it shows that flexibility pervades environmental law, and regulators, regulated entities, and other interest groups routinely use negotiations to navigate that flexibility. Indeed, negotiation is so central to the field that one cannot understand environmental law, either in theory or practice, without understanding where negotiations occur, who participates, and what is up for discussion.

Appreciating the centrality of negotiation to environmental law has important benefits beyond descriptive accuracy. The importance of negotiation partially undercuts important critiques of environmental law and complicates the policy prescriptions to which those critiques lead. But that understanding also exposes problems—and potential reforms. Most importantly, environmental regulatory agencies are not handling negotiations with as much transparency, efficacy, or equity as they could and should.
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The Negotiable Implementation of Environmental Law
75 STAN. L. REV. 137 (2023)

Introduction

On the outskirts of an American city, a company wants to build a factory. Its preferred site has developable land, proximity to a trained workforce, and good transportation access, but developing the site will raise environmental challenges. Long ago, the site saw heavy industrial use, and its soil and groundwater are probably contaminated. Since those industrial uses lapsed, wildlife has come back, including some endangered species, and wetlands dot the terrain. Developing the site will require filling wetlands and paving over some of the upland habitat. Once the factory begins operating, it will emit air pollution and discharge treated wastewater into the adjacent river.

For the company’s attorneys, addressing these environmental challenges will mean obtaining multiple permits and other regulatory approvals, which in turn will require extended interactions with regulators. Much of that interaction will involve negotiation—which, in this Article, refers to situations in which participants discuss proposals and counterproposals, but not to situations in which a regulator accepts input but makes a unilateral decision. Lawyers and consultants will meet, probably repeatedly, with regulators, send dozens of emails, and spend hours on the phone hammering out the terms of air and water quality permits; the protections for wetlands and upland habitats; the ways in which the company will compensate for the impacts it creates; the extent to which contamination must be cleaned up; and the land use restrictions that will protect the site’s future occupants from contamination that remains in the ground. Behind the scenes, regulators may negotiate with each other and perhaps also with environmental groups, other community advocates, and—if the company has enough clout—the project’s political supporters. Even after the project is built, some permits will require periodic renewals and the company may be subject to enforcement actions, each generating new negotiating rounds. Environmental law, as it applies to the factory, will be the product of these negotiations.

To many practicing environmental lawyers, this hypothetical scenario would sound routine. Negotiating the terms of compliance with environmental laws is what they do. But theoretical accounts of environmental law tend to miss the part negotiation plays in this story—as does traditional environmental-law education.¹ In much of the discourse of

---

¹ See, e.g., ROBERT V. PERCIVAL, CHRISTOPHER H. SCHROEDER, ALAN S. MILLER & JAMES P. LEAPE, ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION: LAW, SCIENCE, AND POLICY 155-61 (9th ed. 2022) (discussing and comparing regulatory strategies without mentioning negotiation); see generally DANIEL A. FARBER, ANN E. CARLSON & WILLIAM BOYD, CASES AND MATERIALS ON ENVIRONMENTAL LAW (10th ed. 2019) (addressing negotiation only briefly and in limited contexts, like habitat conservation plan development). Though coverage of the subject is rare, some legal academics have written thoughtfully about negotiations in particular areas of environmental law. See, e.g., Erin Ryan, Negotiating Federalism, 52
environmental-law implementation, negotiation is absent, except in a few celebrated and seemingly exceptional settings. And when scholars and policy advocates do address the roles of negotiation, they tend to default to two competing conceptions. In one—call it the "command-and-control" view—environmental law is centralized and rigid. Its core provisions emerge from top-down federal rulemakings and apply uniformly across large sectors of regulated activity. In the alternative conception—call it the "slippage" view—the rigid protections exist on paper but not in practice, and environmental-law implementation involves government regulators allowing regulated industries to get away with varying degrees of non-compliance. In the command-and-control view, negotiation exists only in exceptional circumstances. In the slippage view, negotiation is common, but it serves only to decide how far real-world practices can deviate from the law.

As this Article will demonstrate, however, negotiation is a defining feature of environmental law. It recurs across substantive fields. It occurs at every level of policymaking and implementation—not just in legislative processes, where...
everyone would expect to find it, and in notice-and-comment rulemaking, but also all the way down to the crafting of individual permit terms, even in subfields widely perceived as prescriptive and rigid. And negotiators aren’t just deciding degrees of slippage, though sometimes that is their task. Instead, in many realms of environmental law, the actual standards to be applied are up for negotiation, as are the nature of the actions being evaluated and the interpretation of key facts surrounding those actions. Negotiation therefore is not an evasion of governing statutory law—or, at least, it often is not such an evasion. Instead, it is a core element of the system’s design. And while not everything in environmental law is negotiable, enough things are that framing the options for negotiation and specifying the situations when it may occur (or may be avoided) are both core tasks for the designers of environmental-law systems. One cannot understand environmental law, in other words, without understanding the roles of negotiation.

The centrality of negotiation has important and underappreciated implications for the field. For the command-and-control theorists, the implications are straightforward: There is a lot less centralization and rigidity than the theorists allege, and their prescribed fixes may be solutions in search of problems. For the slippage critique, the implications are more nuanced. In most versions of this critique, negotiation is problematic; it is how public agencies give away the store. But that critique misses the constitutive role that negotiations often play. It presumes that the nature of compliance is known to all parties at the outset and that the negotiations just determine how much deviation from those standards will be allowed. In reality, however, there is often neither a predefined legal standard for compliance, nor agreement about the relevant facts, nor even a fixed plan of action. Negotiation helps determine what the law will be, how it will apply, and what it will apply to. Negotiation, in other words, often defines what compliance is, and thus helps create obligations, rather than determining what level of noncompliance is acceptable. It therefore is often a prerequisite rather than an impediment to effective environmental law.

9. See infra Part I; SUSSKIND ET AL., supra note 2, at 28 (arguing that environmental permitting includes many opportunities for negotiation).
10. See, e.g., infra notes 152-54 and accompanying text (describing negotiations of delayed decisions on endangered species listings).
11. See Farber, supra note 6, at 316 (“[A]ttacks on the ‘one size fits all’ nature of regulation also lose some of their force once slippage is taken into account.”).
13. See infra Part II.
This description casts environmental-law negotiations in a somewhat positive light, and deliberately so. Negotiation has its benefits. But the pervasiveness of negotiation also should raise concerns, for environmental law may not handle negotiations nearly as well as it should. The centrality of negotiation has developed somewhat organically and with little transparency. It is difficult to find documentation explaining what is negotiable, what the parameters of the negotiation should be, or how similar negotiations are resolved elsewhere in the same agency. Sophisticated entities can manage that problem; they can hire consultants and attorneys who understand the unwritten rules of the game. But for disadvantaged communities—which often are acutely in need of the protections of environmental law—and for smaller regulated entities, a negotiation-based system can create particularly difficult burdens. Agency staff, meanwhile, often have spotty training in negotiation—a deficiency that also extends to environmental education, legal and otherwise. The absence of training and a lack of systematic guidance within agencies mean that their efforts, while well-intentioned, can be erratic and inconsistent. The absence of documentation also makes it difficult to evaluate current approaches to negotiation, but there is ample anecdotal evidence that negotiation-based systems do not serve the underlying values of environmental law nearly as well as they could or should.

There are potential, if partial, fixes for these problems. Agencies can increase the transparency of negotiations by providing information about settings in which negotiations can occur and subjects that are appropriate for negotiations, and by explaining the kinds of documents and proposals that will help agency regulators, regulated entities, and interested environmental or community groups come to better deals. Agencies also can boost

---

16. See infra notes 419-35 and accompanying text.
18. See infra Part IV.B.
19. See infra Part IV.
20. See infra notes 378-93 and accompanying text.
transparency by providing more information about the outcomes of previous negotiations. Regulatory agencies can also increase their negotiating efficacy, not just by offering more transparency and guidance to their own employees, but by increasing the resources devoted to negotiation training. These reforms can also make regulatory negotiations more equitable, as can mechanisms like intervenor funding and heightened technical support for community groups.

The benefits of these improvements could be substantial, and one category of examples illustrates that importance. As academic and popular-media commentators alike have noted, the United States cannot do its part to address the climate crisis without a massive buildout of new infrastructure. That buildout will probably require navigating many of the negotiation points described in this Article. If these negotiation points can be navigated efficiently and in ways that produce both better economic outcomes for regulated industries and stronger environmental protections, the nation and the world will benefit.

This Article’s analysis proceeds as follows. Part I summarizes conventional accounts of environmental law and shows how these accounts ignore negotiation, relegate it to minor and peripheral roles, or, alternatively, assign it central but deeply problematic places in the environmental-law system. Part II shows how the reality of environmental law contrasts with these conventional views. Drawing examples from core subfields of environmental law, Part II shows that negotiation is a pervasive feature of environmental-law implementation. Because these negotiations generally are poorly documented, Part II relies primarily on interviews with experienced regulators, private firm attorneys, and environmental-group advocates. Part III considers the implications of environmental law’s emphasis on negotiation. It shows how negotiation’s prevalence partially undermines traditional critiques of environmental law and raises questions about policy prescriptions that arise from those critiques. But Part IV explains how recognizing the prevalence of negotiation should lead to new sets of concerns, with implications for some of the defining challenges of the field. Part IV also explains concrete steps that

21. See infra notes 395-416 and accompanying text.
22. See infra note 435 and accompanying text.
federal and state agencies and educators can take to bring more transparency, efficacy, and equity to environmental law’s many negotiations.

I. Command, Control, Slip Away

In the late 1960s and the 1970s, in a remarkable outburst of legislation, modern environmental law was born.25 Within roughly a decade, Congress enacted the classic statutes of the modern environmental-law canon, generally similar to their present forms: the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA);26 Clean Air Act;27 Clean Water Act;28 Endangered Species Act (ESA);29 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA);30 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA);31 and many other less prominent laws.32 States passed their own environmental legislation.33 The laws were popular; most passed with overwhelming, bipartisan margins, propelled by a sense that a crisis was at hand and a strong legal response was crucial.34

That consensus faded quickly. Within a few years, regulated industries had launched a counterattack. Supported by many academic experts, they argued that while the goals of environmental laws might be salutary, the means were deeply problematic, largely because of excessive centralization and rigidity.35 Attacks also came from the other side. Environmental advocates, also with academic and political support, argued that a core problem with environmental law was the space between the law on the books and the law in

32. See LAZARUS, supra note 25, at 70.
33. See id. at 74; see also Comment, Friends of Mammoth and the California EQA, 121 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1404, 1418 (1973).
34. See id. at 69.
35. See infra Part I.A.
action.36 Both critiques are at least implicitly about negotiation. The former critique's emphasis on rigidity implies that very little is negotiable, while the latter critique argues that problematic negotiations are pervasive. This Part summarizes these critiques, which remain influential to the present day, along with the policy prescriptions to which they lead.

A. Command and Control

According to many prominent critics, a central problem with first-stage environmental law is its emphasis on overly prescriptive, centralized, one-size-fits-all methods of regulation.37 These critiques came not just from industry, which one might expect to latch onto to any critiques that serve its purposes, but also from prominent and influential academics who supported the overall project of environmental law.38

For example, a passage written by Richard Pildes and Cass Sunstein encapsulates this critique:

A pervasive source of regulatory inefficiency in the United States is the use of rigid, highly bureaucratized “command-and-control” regulation, which dictates, at the national level, control strategies for hundreds, thousands, or millions of companies and individuals in an exceptionally diverse nation. . . . In the environmental context, command-and-control approaches usually take the form of regulatory requirements of the “best available technology” (“BAT”) . . . . BAT strategies are pervasive in federal law. Indeed, they are a defining characteristic of regulation of the air, the water, and conditions in the workplace.39

Likewise, in a classic and often-cited article, Bruce Ackerman and Richard Stewart wrote: “The existing system of pollution regulation . . . is primarily based on a Best Available Technology (BAT) strategy . . . . BAT requirements are largely determined through uniform federal regulations.”40 A flood of articles


37. See, e.g., Jonathan H. Adler, Jurisdictional Mismatch in Environmental Federalism, 14 N.Y.U. ENV’T L.J. 130, 131 (2005) (“Contemporary federal environmental regulations are often faulted for their excessive rigidity and centralization.”).

38. See, e.g., DANIEL J. FIORINO, THE NEW ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION 7 (2006); Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 5, at 97-98; Bruce A. Ackerman & Richard B. Stewart, Comment, Reforming Environmental Law, 37 STAN. L. REV. 1333, 1333-34 (1985).

39. Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 5, at 97.

40. Ackerman & Stewart, supra note 38, at 1334-35.
emphasized these points. And while that flood has since abated a bit—and other authors have pushed back against these claims—the themes remain prominent in environmental-law discourse. Parsing these critiques reveals three recurring themes that are directly relevant to this Article’s analysis. First, critics emphasized the centralization and the associated inflexibility of environmental regulation. The idea that controls might be tailored on a negotiated and site-specific basis was generally absent from these critiques. Indeed, the idea that controls might be nuanced at all was sometimes absent as well. Instead, traditional environmental regulation is dichotomous. A regulated entity is either in compliance or it is not. If it is in compliance, it usually has been of little interest to government.

Second, and similarly, critics emphasized the informational deficits caused by this alleged centralization. As Richard Stewart put it, in a command-and-control system, “[c]entral planners are unable to gather and process the information needed to write directives that respond appropriately to the

41. See Short, supra note 3, at 658-59, 669 (documenting numbers of articles and several recurring themes, including skepticism of traditional regulatory governance); Malloy, supra note 4, at 268-69.


44. For in-depth reviews of these claims, see generally Malloy, supra note 4, and Short, supra note 3.


47. FIORINO, supra note 38, at 75.

48. See, e.g., id. at 6.
diverse and changing circumstances of so many actors in a vast nation with a
dynamic economy."49 The picture that emerges is of regulators who are steeped in
Washington-centered interest-group politics but isolated from, and largely
ignorant of, the places actually affected by their regulatory mandates.50
Negotiation, which necessarily involves localized dialogue, has little place in
that picture. Indeed, critics have argued that the “adversarial legalism” they
think is baked into American regulatory culture makes it difficult for
regulators and regulated entities to communicate at all.51

Third, critics proffered—and sometimes continue to proffer—these
charges not just for descriptive purposes, but also to support ambitious agendas
for legal change. In general, they argue that reforming environmental law
requires moving decision-making authority away from centralized and
information-starved authorities and into the hands of businesses or more
geofraphically dispersed government entities.52 That could mean a shift
toward market-based regulatory instruments, which reserve to regulators the
task of setting overall pollution caps but allow businesses, through the trading
of emissions shares, to allocate the burdens of achieving compliance.53 It also
could mean Pigouvian taxes,54 informational regulation,55

50. See Richard B. Stewart, Madison’s Nightmare, 57 U. CHI. L. REV. 335, 343 (1990)
(“Bureaucrats in Washington simply cannot gather and process the vast amount of
information needed to tailor regulations to the nation’s many variations in
circumstances ….”).
51. See, e.g., FIORINO, supra note 38, at 36 (“[A]dversarial legalism is a major barrier to
developing … cooperation and dialogue between industry and government ….”).
52. See, e.g., Henry N. Butler & Jonathan R. Macey, Externalities and the Matching Principle:
The Case for Reallocating Environmental Regulatory Authority, 14 YALE L. & POLY REV. (SYMP. ISSUE), 23, 27 (1996)
(“[D]ecentralization through either greater reliance on market incentives and economic property rights, or greater state control over
environmental policy, or both, appears to hold promise as a source for more flexible,
dynamic, and responsive environmental policy.”).
53. See, e.g., Esty, supra note 43, at 59; Sunstein, supra note 46, at 1019 (“Command-and-
control should generally be replaced by more flexible, incentive-based strategies,
which invoke privately adaptable rules.”).
54. See Jonathan S. Masur & Eric A. Posner, Toward a Pigouvian State, 164 U. PA. L. REV. 93,
100-01 (2015) (arguing that Pigouvian taxes, which are taxes set at a level equivalent to
the cost of some externality, are preferable to command-and-control regulation).
55. See, e.g., Cass R. Sunstein, Essay, Informing America: Risk, Disclosure and the First
regulation, which requires regulated entities to provide information about their
practices rather than to operate in particular ways or meet specific outcome standards);
see also Bradley C. Karkkainen, Information as Environmental Regulation: TRI and
Performance Benchmarking, Precursor to a New Paradigm?, 89 GEO. L.J. 257, 261 (2001)
(describing how the Toxics Releases Inventory combines elements of informational
regulation and self-regulation).
self-regulation, increasing deference to state and local authority, or increasing emphasis on private property rights. Some critics advocate for combinations of these changes. But regardless of the specific prescriptions, a recurring theme is that the rigidity of environmental regulation is a fundamental and pervasive flaw in the system and should be a central focus of reform. That theme continues to reverberate through debates over regulatory instrument choice, including, perhaps most importantly, debates about the appropriate responses to climate change.

Many of these critiques do acknowledge that environmental law is a large and heterogeneous field and that not all its programs are centralized and rigid. Indeed, many scholars have also identified, and sometimes lionized, a few areas of implementation, like negotiated rulemaking, where negotiation assumes central importance. But proponents of command-and-control critiques often

56. See Short, supra note 3, at 673 (noting that self-regulation emerged as a fashionable reform proposal in the mid-1990s).
57. See, e.g., Adler, supra note 37, at 132 (arguing for increased decentralization, but also noting that state and local governments are active in areas where federal primacy makes more sense); Butler & Macey, supra note 52, at 26.
60. E.g., Fiorino, supra note 38, at 7 (arguing that environmental “[r]egulation became more prescriptive, in the sense of specifying exactly what was to be done and how . . . . The strategy of applying uniform rules to diverse situations often led to unreasonable outcomes”).
62. See, e.g., Lobel, supra note 59, at 427-32 (describing habitat conservation planning); Stewart, supra note 49, at 64-68, 73-75, 87-94 (describing negotiated rulemaking, Project XL, and habitat conservation planning); Freeman, supra note 1, at 653-61 (same).
treat these examples as dubiously legal workarounds. The negotiation-oriented reforms were, in Richard Stewart’s words, a “dangerous supplement” to the official system. These accounts also tend to treat the innovations they discuss as narrow departures from standard regulatory approaches. In the normal case, one might think, the negotiation occurs in Congress and, sometimes, in agencies when they promulgate rules, at which point it comes to an end. All that is left is for regulated industry to follow—or, at its peril, disregard—the diktats of the EPA.

These critiques have been influential. Policymakers have often adopted the reformers’ proposals. Though most core structures of environmental law have not changed, environmental law now has more market-based regulatory systems and a greater emphasis on informational regulation and self-regulation. Likewise, even some of the more ambitious environmental-law initiatives of recent years, though coming from federal agencies, have emphasized decentralized, state-based implementation. In academic realms, meanwhile, it became received wisdom, at least among many heavily-cited professors at elite law schools, that environmental law is profoundly dysfunctional, largely because of its emphasis on rigid, ill-informed, and centralized coercion.

63. See Shi-Ling Hsu, A Game-Theoretic Approach to Regulatory Negotiation and a Framework for Empirical Analysis, 26 Harv. Envt’l L. Rev. 33, 39 (2002) (describing reservations about negotiated rulemaking and Project XL). An exception is Jody Freeman’s work, which argues that commentators should be more comfortable with negotiated public-private regulatory arrangements. See, e.g., Freeman, supra note 1, at 657 (arguing that “detractors worry too much” about negotiated regulations).
64. Stewart, supra note 49, at 39.
65. E.g., id. at 25 (asserting that most “initiatives to adjust the established command system . . . have been accomplished through administrative steps taken outside of the existing statutory structure” and that these initiatives have “made a positive but limited contribution”).
70. See Short, supra note 3, at 684-85, 685 n.273 (noting that these critiques came from some of public law’s most heavily cited figures); Shapiro & McGarity, supra note 42, at 743 (describing core elements of environmental law as “academic failure[s],” meaning that

footnote continued on next page
B. Slippage

For decades, the rigidity critique has been prominent in the discourse of environmental law. But over those decades, a very different critique has also occupied a central role. In this critique, whatever rigidity appears in the law on the books is illusory, and the reality of environmental law involves “slippage”—often negotiated—away from legal compliance.71

The roots of this critique go back at least as far as the writings of Joseph Sax, whose ideas helped lay the foundations for modern environmental law.72 In 1970, Sax published a classic article on the public trust doctrine,73 which he followed in 1971 with Defending the Environment, a book arguing for popular action in support of environmental protection.74 Sax’s conception of environmental law emphasized private litigation and judicial intervention, and it did so because he believed that government agencies could not be trusted to overcome political opposition to environmental protection.75

Within a few years after the publication of Sax’s article and book, environmental law had transformed, with new statutes and agencies occupying much of the field, but his critique lives on.76 For years, activists, politicians, and academics alike have castigated EPA and other government agencies over missed deadlines, failures to instigate or implement regulatory programs, and enforcement gaps.77 Many of the cases that fill environmental-law textbooks reflect these themes.78 According to commentators, the resulting slippage is so pervasive that, as Daniel Farber has put it, we should understand the standards on the books as opening positions in a negotiation.79

---


74. SAX, supra note 36.

75. Id. at 108; see generally PAUL SABIN, PUBLIC CITIZENS: THE ATTACK ON BIG GOVERNMENT AND THE REMAKING OF AMERICAN LIBERALISM (2021) (describing similar anti-government distrust from prominent liberal activists).


77. See LAZARUS, supra note 25, at 87-91 (describing persistent attacks on the EPA).


79. Farber, supra note 6, at 316.
More provocatively, Mary Wood has argued that “agencies have used their
discretion to enshrine a permit system that inevitably sinks the statutory goals.
The majority of agencies spend nearly all of their resources to permit, rather
than prohibit, environmental destruction.”

In contrast to command-and-control critiques, slippage critiques do
emphasize negotiation. They argue, as this Article also argues, that prescriptive
regimes may be somewhat illusory because what looks like a hard standard often
is flexible. Sometimes that flexibility emerges from simple governmental
inaction, but often the degree of flexibility is negotiable. And while some
commentators take an unequivocally negative view of this bargaining, others see
an upside. Slippage, they note, can include negotiating innovative
compromises that comply with the spirit if not the letter of the law.

But while the slippage accounts emphasize negotiation, they still cabin it
to limited roles. In the conventional telling, negotiation sometimes determines
the gaps between the law on the books and the law in action. But the law
itself is often fixed; indeed, it may be just as rigid as the critics of command-
and-control systems have alleged. Similarly, in the slippage critiques, it is
usually the government, not regulated entities, that gives way; the possibility
that regulated entities might be the flexible ones is rarely mentioned. In
short, what is negotiable is the extent to which determinate legal standards get
implemented. That characterization of environmental law unquestionably is
accurate in some circumstances. But as the next Part will show, it also leaves
out much of environmental law’s reality.

80. Wood, supra note 6, at 252.
81. See Farber, supra note 6, at 316.
82. E.g., id. at 299, 315.
83. See, e.g., Antonin Scalia, The Doctrine of Standing as an Essential Element of the Separation
of Powers, 17 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 881, 897 (1983) (arguing that limited public
enforcement, with the consequence that “lots of once-heralded programs . . . get lost or
misdirected” by government bureaucracies, is “a good thing”).
84. Farber, supra note 6, at 305-06; see David A. Dana, The New ‘Contractarian’ Paradigm in
85. See, e.g., Amy Sinden, In Defense of Absolutes: Combating the Politics of Power in
Environmental Law, 90 IOWA L. REV. 1405, 1488-1510 (2005) (describing negotiations
over the implementation of the ESA).
86. See, e.g., id. at 1411 (describing the ESA’s standards as “absolute”).
87. See, e.g., id. (focusing on governmental flexibility).
88. See Farber, supra note 6, at 320 (“[S]lippage is another name for noncompliance.”).
89. See, e.g., David Strifling, Comment, Sanitary Sewer Overflows: Past, Present, and Future
to sanitary sewer overflows despite what appears to be a clear statutory prohibition).
Like the command-and-control critique, the slippage critiques are rarely just idle descriptions. Instead, they lead to prescriptions for reform, many designed to cabin agency discretion. So, for example, scholars have urged that the remedy for negotiation-based slippage is to take away the flexibility that lets agencies negotiate.90 That might be done by enacting clearer statutory standards,91 but because even clear standards can be negotiated away, common reform proposals often include empowering citizens to use petitions and litigation to spur agency action.92 Both types of measures have become deeply embedded in environmental law.93 Much less prevalent, amid all the discussion of cabining agencies' discretion, are proposals that might retain the discretion and help improve the negotiating.

*     *     *

To be fair, not everything written about the roles of negotiation in environmental law aligns squarely with these two critiques. Many commentators have written about specific situations in which negotiations have occurred, often celebrating and sometimes criticizing the creative outcomes those negotiations produced. Negotiated rulemaking,94 EPA's Project XL,95 and landscape-scale habitat conservation planning96 have been

90. See, e.g., Wood, supra note 6, at 252 (blaming agency discretion for poor environmental outcomes).
91. E.g., Houck, supra note 71, at 883 ("Tough odds call for precise law.").
93. See Biber & Brosi, supra note 92, at 327-28; Barton H. Thompson, Jr., The Continuing Innovation of Citizen Enforcement, 2000 U. ILL. L. REV. 185, 185-86. But see Adelman & Glicksman, supra note 92, at 388 (arguing, based on empirical data, that citizen suits often fail to play this backstop role).
95. Project XL, which came into existence during the Clinton Administration, was a program designed to allow EPA and regulated firms to jointly develop compliance programs. See Thomas E. Caballero, Project XL: Making It Legal, Making It Work, 17 STAN. ENV'T L.J. 399, 403-05 (1998).
96. Landscape-scale habitat conservation plans (HCPs) are large-scale plans designed to compensate for otherwise-prohibited “takes” of endangered species through habitat protection. See Barton H. Thompson, Jr., The Endangered Species Act: A Case Study in Takings & Incentives, 49 STAN. L. REV. 305, 318-19 (1997) (describing the emergence of regional-scale HCPs).
particularly celebrated examples, but there are others: Collaborative governance of public lands also has garnered extensive attention. Other commentators have written articles with passing references to the roles negotiations play. My claim is not that commentators are oblivious to the fact that some negotiation occurs, and the practitioners who actually negotiate generally know what they are up to. But absent from environmental writing are attempts to map, across the field, where negotiation occurs and what is typically being negotiated, or to consider, on a systemic basis, what implications all the negotiating holds.

II. The Negotiable Implementation of Environmental Law

This Part surveys the roles of negotiation in the implementation of six of the primary fields of environmental law: hazardous waste site cleanup, endangered species protection, air quality permitting, water quality permitting, and environmental impact assessment, with a short final section on enforcement, partly but not exclusively of hazardous waste management laws. I have chosen these fields because, by convention, they form the core of environmental law. They predominate in environmental-law textbooks and law review articles, and when attorneys think of environmental law or attempt to define its canonical elements, these subfields are the focus. If negotiation is important here, then it is important to environmental law.

Environmental law is a dense field, with complicated regulatory programs and pages of statutory provisions that can "swim before one's eyes." The discussion that follows will wade deep into the thicket, and a few thematic observations may help the larger stories emerge from the details. The first key point is that negotiation is an important feature of environmental-law implementation, and it is important in many realms where traditional

97. See supra note 62 and accompanying text.
100. Todd S. Aagaard, Environmental Law Outside the Canon, 89 IND. L.J. 1239, 1240 (2014).
101. Id. at 1252-53.
102. Id. at 1251-59.
commentary has not acknowledged negotiation’s roles. The second point, however, recognizes that not everything is negotiable. In every subfield of environmental law, there are some matters regulators are less likely to negotiate or do not negotiate at all, even if those matters involve discretionary decision-making. Often, there are compliance pathways that regulated entities choose partly because they avoid the expense and unpredictability of negotiations. Third, and relatedly, environmental law is filled with policy choices about what will be negotiable, by whom, under what circumstances, and what the alternatives to negotiation will be. Sometimes lawmakers make those choices through deliberate, top-down decision-making. But often, the decisions that structure environmental law’s many negotiations emerge through thousands of individual choices, which accumulate from regulated entities and federal and state regulators at offices across the country. The result is a heterogenous, sometimes pragmatic and innovative, and sometimes counterintuitive patchwork quilt of regulatory approaches.

Before this Article discusses specific regulatory programs, a few words about methodology may be appropriate. For each program, I searched for primary and secondary sources describing when negotiations occur, who participates, and what is typically discussed. For many programs—even those involving extensive negotiation—that documentation was thin. For that reason, the most important sources for the discussion that follows were interviews with regulators, regulated-entity representatives, and environmental advocates. My selection of interview subjects was necessarily opportunistic; finding people (particularly regulators) who were willing to talk about their negotiations with regulated entities was difficult. But I sought to maintain geographic range, though California was a particular focus, and a balance of types of interviewees. To ensure candor, I promised anonymity to all interview subjects, and I conducted four early interviews on background.
A. Waste Site Cleanup

For many years, perhaps the most important environmental law, at least if measured by practitioner hours, was CERCLA.\textsuperscript{105} Negotiation is central to CERCLA implementation; the statutory design frames and facilitates negotiated outcomes.\textsuperscript{106} That, as later sections of this Article will explain, is typical of environmental laws, though in CERCLA the emphasis on negotiation may find its apotheosis. But CERCLA is distinctive in another key sense, which makes it a useful point of contrast: Under CERCLA, somewhat uniquely in the field of environmental law, the roles of negotiation are widely discussed, documented, and understood.

\textsuperscript{104} I have listed the state where the interview subject was based. Many subjects had worked in multiple states.

\textsuperscript{105} See LAZARUS, supra note 25, at 107-10 (noting that CERCLA “transformed environmental law” and “generated a huge demand for environmental lawyers”).

CERCLA governs contaminated site cleanups. More specifically, it governs the processes for investigating and cleaning up major contaminated sites where the parties responsible for the contamination are unknown, defunct, or reluctant to act, and it also provides incentives for what are semi-accurately described as “voluntary” cleanups. It governs cleanup processes partly through statutory terms but largely through an encyclopedic set of regulations known as the National Contingency Plan, which in turn is supplemented by extensive guidance documents. CERCLA also governs the assignment of liability for those investigations and cleanups. Section 107 of the statute allows entities—usually EPA, states, or tribes—that carry out cleanups to recover their costs, which can be enormous. Section 113 allows parties—referred to as potentially responsible parties, or PRPs—that contributed to the site’s contamination to bring lawsuits to reallocate costs among themselves. At most sites, few, if any, of these elements are applied in formulaic ways, and governing law leaves ample room for flexibility—which in turn creates space for negotiation.

That negotiation extends to most elements of CERCLA implementation. Rather than being determined through uniform national rules, cleanup standards are developed on a site-specific basis, which means that PRPs and...
regulators are often negotiating how clean will count as clean enough. 116 Those cleanup standards are often tied to future plans for, and restrictions upon, uses of the site, 117 which means that regulators and PRPs often negotiate the legal limitations they will place on future site uses and those limitations' implications for cleanup goals. 118 While EPA and DOJ attorneys emphasized in interviews that the overall choice of a remedial approach isn’t supposed to be negotiated, such negotiations do sometimes occur. 119 And even when the general selection of a remedy happens without negotiation, turning a general selection into a specific set of engineering and monitoring systems and a timetable for results involves ample discretion and often requires negotiation. 120

If the process of cleaning up a site is heavily negotiated, the assignment of liability is generally even more so. CERCLA creates no administrative processes for liability assignment, and contests over liability instead must be resolved through litigation or settlements. 121 As in most areas of high-stakes litigation, parties generally prefer the savings and certainty associated with settlements, 122 and the statute further encourages settlements by giving some settling parties shields against lawsuits filed by other PRPs. 123 Consequently, almost every contaminated site cleanup involves extensive and often

116. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 114 (“At each Superfund site, there is a new conversation about . . . the cleanup standards that are applicable for that site.”).


118. See id. at 2, 4, 8-9, 16 (describing negotiations of institutional controls).

119. Interview with Former Environmental Protection Agency Attorney (Oct. 26, 2021) [hereinafter Interview with Former EPA Attorney] (describing situations in which the attorney saw remedies being negotiated, despite regulatory standards to the contrary); see generally 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(f) (describing procedures for remedy selection).

120. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 114; Interview with U.S. Department of Justice Attorney (Nov. 1, 2021) [hereinafter Interview with DOJ Attorney] (“Schedules definitely get negotiated.”).


122. See Pidot & Ratliff, supra note 106, at 205-06.

123. 42 U.S.C. § 9613(f)(2) (providing a liability shield to “[a] person who has resolved its liability to the United States or a State in an administrative or judicially approved settlement”).
multilateral negotiations over the division of liability between the public and the PRPs and, if there are multiple PRPs, among those PRPs. Indeed, the inter-PRP negotiations can come in layers, with initial negotiations to decide the negotiating process followed by negotiations to decide the outcome. As one experienced attorney put it, "you're [really] negotiating the shape of the table . . . and [then] you negotiate the endpoint to the process."

That does not mean everything about CERCLA implementation is negotiable. As CERCLA practitioners explained, initial determinations about the scope of site investigations typically are not heavily negotiated. If the EPA or a state determines that a site needs investigating, there is likely to be some professional judgment involved in deciding where investigations should focus, how many soil borings and wells should be drilled, how many samples should be collected, and what they should be tested for. But while regulators will take input on these decisions, they tend to decide what they think is appropriate rather than negotiating plans with PRPs. Attorneys on both sides also noted that the statutory scheme is designed to give the EPA significant leverage in the negotiations, resulting in what one PRP-side attorney described as "seriously constraining negotiations." Nevertheless, enough elements of CERCLA implementation are negotiable to place negotiation at the core of the regulatory regime.

For CERCLA, in contrast to the other statutory regimes discussed in this Article, there is little novelty in these observations. Most practitioners and academics know that CERCLA generates many negotiated settlements. The EPA’s website states its preference for negotiated resolutions, and the agency publishes guidance documents on reaching more effective CERCLA settlements. CERCLA thus illustrates not just the pervasiveness of negotiation
in environmental-law implementation, but also a deliberate and open approach to embracing that pervasive role. The former characteristic, as the rest of this Part will explain, is typical of environmental law. The latter is not.

B. Endangered Species Protection

When people think of the Endangered Species Act, they do not tend to think of negotiation. The statute is legendary for its supposed rigidity. In part, that reputation derives from *Tennessee Valley Authority v. Hill*, the classic Supreme Court case holding that ESA section 7’s protections must be implemented “regardless of the cost.” Other Supreme Court opinions have bolstered the sense that the statute applies without flexibility or mercy—that, in Justice Scalia’s memorable description, it “imposes unfairness to the point of financial ruin—not just upon the rich, but upon the simplest farmer who finds his land conscripted to national zoological use.” Political accounts of the statute are similar; former Secretary of Interior Dirk Kempthorne once described the ESA as “perhaps the least flexible law Congress has ever enacted.” So too are many academic descriptions. These characterizations are not uniform; since the early days of ESA implementation, some observers have emphasized agencies’ ability to find flexibility even in mandates that strike many observers as inflexible and clear. One particular innovation—landscape-scale habitat conservation planning under section 10 of the ESA—
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134. Id. at 188 n.34.
138. See, e.g., Dave Owen, *Critical Habitat and the Challenge of Regulating Small Harms*, 64 FLA. L. REV. 141, 183-84 (2012); Bradley C. Karkkainen, *Biodiversity and Land*, 83 CORNELL L. REV. 1, 21 (1997) (“[A]lthough the ESA is often perceived as stringent in its requirements, there is in fact a great deal of flexibility in its application.”); STEVEN LEWIS YAFFEE, *PROHIBITIVE POLICY: IMPLEMENTING THE FEDERAL ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT 70-71, 84-85 (1982* (noting that the Act’s implementers have found ample room for flexibility).
also has become a famous example of negotiated governance. But on the whole, conventional wisdom suggests that the ESA is inflexible, and that what flexibility does emerge—outside of habitat conservation plan (HCP) negotiations—comes from deviations from a rigid statutory framework rather than from negotiation within that framework.  

Actual practice, however, is different. Explaining that reality is somewhat easier if one starts with an overview of the statute’s requirements. Section 4 of the statute governs decisions to list species as threatened or endangered, and those listing decisions are the gateway to the statute’s other protections. Sections 7 and 9 provide the Act’s substantive protections. Section 7 prohibits federal agencies from taking actions that are likely to “jeopardize” the continued existence of listed species or adversely modify their critical habitat. It also sets forth a process—known as consultation—through which the federal agency taking action and either the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) or the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) determine whether jeopardy or adverse modification will occur and how either might be avoided. Section 9 prohibits “takes” of listed species and prohibited takes include direct killing or wounding of species along with habitat modifications that cause identifiable harm to members of the species. The Act also includes two key exceptions to the take prohibition. Through the section 7 process, federal agencies can obtain “incidental take statements.” Likewise, by developing and implementing habitat conservation plans, which are designed

---

139. See supra note 62 and accompanying text.
140. See, e.g., Sinden, supra note 85, at 1411 (arguing that the ESA’s rigidity is important because of this tendency toward deviation).
142. See David J. Hayes, Michael J. Bean & Martha Williams, Comment, A Modest Role for a Bold Term: “Critical Habitat” Under the Endangered Species Act, 43 ENV’T L. REP. 10,671, 10,672 (2013) (“[The regulatory consequences of listing a species in the first place are . . . far-reaching.”).
143. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1536, 1538.
144. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2).
146. 16 U.S.C. § 1538.
to minimize and compensate for takes, private entities and state and local governments can obtain "incidental take permits." 149

As explained below, negotiation matters to every element of this regulatory system, though to different degrees and in different ways. As one attorney put it, exaggerating only slightly, "it's all negotiation, actually." 150

1. Listing and delisting

For the ESA, the importance of negotiation begins with species listings. In theory, FWS and NMFS can initiate proceedings to list species as threatened or endangered. 151 In practice, however, listings are generally driven by petitions and lawsuits filed by a handful of environmental groups. 152 Consequently, the timing of listing decisions follows schedules set forth in negotiated settlements. 153 As one FWS official explained: "We are often behind the curve, unable to do petition findings in twelve months, and we can be sued, and we have no defense in those sorts of deadline cases. The negotiation comes down to what is, in fact, a reasonable timeframe for us to make that petition finding." 154

For some species, listing decisions also involve extensive negotiations with state and local governments, other federal agencies, and private landowners. 155 The ESA directs the FWS and NMFS, when assessing whether a species is threatened or endangered, to consider "the inadequacy of existing regulatory

---


151. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1532(15), 1533(a); 50 C.F.R. § 402.01(b) (2021); see Biber & Brosi, supra note 92, at 332.

152. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-17-304, ENVIRONMENTAL LITIGATION: INFORMATION ON ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT DEADLINE SUITS 17 (2017) (noting that two environmental groups filed more than half of the suits).


154. Interview with U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Official (Sept. 13, 2021) [hereinafter Interview with FWS Official].

mechanisms”156 and “those efforts, if any, being made by any State or foreign nation, or any political subdivision of a State or foreign nation, to protect such species.”157. Rather than just passively considering these requirements, the services—particularly FWS—will sometimes try to convince states, local governments, other federal agencies, and even private entities to adopt conservation plans that will forestall the need for a listing, or that will provide regulated entities with some certainty about their obligations if a listing does occur.158 Those efforts often lead to negotiated “Candidate Conservation Agreements,” and non-federal property owners can also enter into “Candidate Conservation Agreements with Assurances.”159 For FWS, these agreements remain somewhat rare, at least in comparison to the total numbers of listed species.160 NMFS, meanwhile, does not use candidate conservation agreements at all.161 But for some species, like monarch butterflies and the greater sage-grouse, FWS has entered into far-reaching, high-profile, and intensively negotiated deals.162

Decisions to remove species from endangered or threatened status are similarly negotiated. As one FWS official explained:

158. See Sandra B. Zellmer, Samuel J. Panarella & Oliver Finn Wood, Species Conservation & Recovery Through Adequate Regulatory Mechanisms, 44 HARV. ENV’T L. REV. 367, 376-81 (2020) (describing these efforts). Interviewees explained that agreements that forestall listings happen but are rare. As one FWS official noted:

The courts have set the bar very high when we are looking at prospective conservation commitments. Unless we’ve actually got a conservation agreement that’s been in place . . . and really has shown that it’s made a difference in the status of the species, it’s pretty hard for us to be able to rely upon that to say that listing is not warranted.

Interview with FWS Official, supra note 154; see also Zellmer et al., supra, at 376 n.57 (citing cases that helped set that high bar).
[W]e need to have commitments from the state fish and wildlife agencies that [species] will continue to be managed in a way that removes any risk of being put in danger of extinction again. . . . The issues we had with getting gray wolves in the northern Rockies delisted [are] all about negotiating management commitments from the states.163

2. Section 7

If negotiation is selectively important for implementation of ESA section 4, it is pervasively important under section 7.164

Section 7 establishes the ESA’s jeopardy and adverse modification prohibitions and requires a process, known as consultation, through which those prohibitions are implemented.165 As most law students learn it, that process is all about go/no-go determinations. A jeopardy or adverse modification determination can stop a proposed action in its tracks,166 or at least compel adoption of a “reasonable and prudent alternative[,]”167 while a no-jeopardy–no-adverse-modification determination allows the action to proceed. That view has led to a widespread perception that the jeopardy and adverse modification prohibitions are particularly powerful.168 But other critics contend that behind the fearsome façade is a paper tiger.169 In practice, study after study has found that jeopardy and adverse modification

---

163. Interview with FWS Official, supra note 154.
164. See Interview with NMFS Official, supra note 161 (“[S]ection 7 and section 10 are probably the two areas where there is the most discussion and negotiation.”).
166. See, e.g., Tenn. Valley Auth. v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 172-73 (1978) (concluding that section 7 required “the permanent halting of a virtually completed dam for which Congress has expended more than $100 million”).
168. See Bennett v. Spear, 520 U.S. 154, 169 (1997) (describing the “powerful coercive effect” of a biological opinion); William H. Rodgers Jr., Indian Tribes, in 1 THE ENDANGEROUS SPECIES ACT AT THIRTY: RENEWING THE CONSERVATION PROMISE 161, 170 (Dale D. Goble, J. Michael Scott & Frank W. Davis eds., 2005) (describing section 7’s critical habitat protections as “the highest promontory in the boldest section of the strongest environmental law in the world”).
determinations are exceedingly rare, leading some commentators to allege that the prohibitions and process accomplish very little.

What both characterizations miss is that section 7 implementation is largely about negotiating adjustments to proposed projects. Private-sector attorneys and regulators agreed that, as one FWS official put it, “formal consultations almost always have negotiations, and a lot of informal consultations also have negotiations when there’s the ability to modify an activity.” Those negotiations typically begin with potential adjustments to the proposed project: “Should it be modified to avoid impact? Should it be modified to minimize impacts on whatever listed species you’re dealing with? That can be a long negotiation.” In consultations, a second phase of negotiation typically involves compensatory mitigation for impacts that cannot be avoided or minimized. That leads to additional negotiations, first over “what is the mitigation package,” and then:

[O]nce you negotiate what the mitigation is, you end up with some really complicated negotiations—sometimes, they take longer than getting the project approved—over the implementation of the mitigation. What’s the language of the conservation easement? . . . Is there any financial security you need to guarantee performance? How much is the endowment?

These negotiations can be multilateral. A consultation always involves an “action agency,” which is the entity that wants to take an action that might

---


171. See, e.g., Houck, supra note 169, at 321 (noting that, with few exceptions, “there is no evidence that formal consultation under the Endangered Species Act is stopping the world. Indeed, there is little evidence that it is changing it very much at all”).

172. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 173.

173. Compensatory mitigation refers to actions that compensate for impacts in one location or time by providing extra environmental benefits at some other place or time. Dave Owen, Essay, The Conservative Turn Against Compensatory Mitigation, 48 ENV'T L. 265, 269 (2018).

adversely affect threatened or endangered species, and NMFS or FWS (or sometimes both) acting in its regulatory capacity. Additionally, if the proposed federal action is the permitting or other approval of a non-federal project, the applicant is also a key participant. In those situations, sometimes the applicant will negotiate directly with FWS or NMFS, with the action agency largely off to the side. Sometimes the negotiation will be primarily between the action agency and the regulatory agency. Environmental groups, interviewees told me, are almost never involved. And sometimes there will be three-way negotiations, with the action agency and the wildlife agency pushing for different sets of project changes, which means negotiating—sometimes contentiously—with each other as well as with the applicant.

Section 7 negotiations may sound complex and burdensome, but another key feature of section 7 negotiations is efforts by applicants, action agencies, and wildlife agencies to streamline the process. As people on all sides of the negotiations explained, project adjustments and compensatory mitigation packages frequently emerge from individual, project-specific negotiations and then become standard practice for similar projects. Sometimes this happens through simple imitation, and sometimes it occurs through "programmatic consultations," but in either situation, a condition that originally needed to

177. Id. at x (defining "applicant").
178. Interview with Private Firm Attorney (Oct. 20, 2021) (describing a range of approaches, including situations in which the action agency says, "[W]e’re going to make you, applicant, the designated non-federal representative....[Y]ou go and deal with the Fish and Wildlife Service. Let us know how it comes out").
179. Id. ("[I]f we’re talking to the applicant, and the action agency isn’t there, then you get this strange triangulation between the applicant and the federal agency and us."); Interview with U.S. Forest Service Employee (Nov. 18, 2021) [hereinafter Interview with USFS Employee] (stating that a typical consultation negotiation “just doesn’t involve the applicant”).
180. Interview with NMFS Official (Sept. 21, 2021) ("We don’t bring environmental groups to the table with us.").
181. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 173 (“They very much negotiate within the scope of their own territories, and when you do get them together in the room and ask them to make tradeoffs, the sparks can really fly.”).
182. Interview with FWS Official, supra note 154 (“It definitely happens, and we definitely encourage it.”).
be negotiated on an individualized basis becomes standard practice. Both NMFS and FWS encourage these practices, which they think provide clear expectations, efficiency, and stronger protections. Private-sector attorneys agreed, with caveats, that routinization offers value.

Not everything about a section 7 process is negotiable. FWS and NMFS officials cautioned that they are not willing to negotiate over impacts determinations. The project description and mitigation measures are negotiable, they said, but the assessment of a project’s impacts is the agency’s to make. Nevertheless, enough things are negotiable that one cannot understand the section 7 process without understanding negotiation’s roles. Rather than leading to go/no-go decisions, the process is primarily about negotiating adjustments to proposed actions.

3. Section 9

The ESA’s other key substantive prohibition—section 9’s prohibition on takes—also is implemented largely through negotiations. Direct enforcement of section 9—either by agency staff or through citizen suits—is rare. The
primary mechanisms through which section 9 is implemented are take-limiting conditions imposed through the section 7 process— which, as the preceding paragraphs discussed, is negotiated—and through habitat conservation plans.

HCPs also are heavily negotiated. As one attorney explained:

“[S]ome of it is quantifying take . . . . Some of it is, at what ratio should that [take] be mitigated? Some of it is, where should that mitigation occur, and then a lot of it is, what standards are in place for the management, operation, monitoring, reporting of mitigation? . . . Sometimes it’s expressly over a budget. You’ll have a spreadsheet in front of everybody that shows the annual costs of performing it one way versus another. You’re literally going line by line, trying to say what makes sense. . . . A lot of times there’s negotiation over, how do you draw those lines to essentially segregate something that can be worked on pending the HCP . . . ?”

These negotiations become particularly complicated for regional-scale HCPs, which generally provide planning for development over large areas rather than focusing on a specific project. Since their emergence in the 1990s, regional-scale HCPs have become iconic examples of negotiated governance, with many commentators casting them as counterexamples to conventional regulatory techniques. In some senses, they are different; regional-scale HCPs often apply across broad geographic scales rather than to one specific project, involve multiple interests, and result in “super-complicated documents.” But other than the absence of project-specific focus, the differences between regional-scale HCPs and smaller HCPs and even

that they’re not going to enforce the Endangered Species Act on private lands.” Interview with Environmental Nongovernmental Organization Staff (Aug. 25, 2021). Section 9 citizen suits are rare. See Adelman & Glicksman, supra note 92, at 409 n.93.

191. See Owen, supra note 138, at 170-72.


193. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 172; see Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 178 (stating that HCP negotiations will typically address the scope of the project, the scope of permit coverage, mitigation measures, and, “in addition to those, the length of the permit . . . the number of species that will be covered . . . adaptive management and the nature of no-surprises [assurances] and how that’s reflected in the implementation agreement”).


195. See supra note 62 and accompanying text.

196. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 173; see Interview with FWS Official, supra note 154 (“There’s no standard HCP out there, so we create something that works for whatever individual situation we have, and some of those can be extraordinarily complex.”).
section 7 consultations are of scale rather than of kind. In all these settings, negotiation is key.

The upshot is that each of the three major pillars of ESA regulation—the listing process, the jeopardy and adverse modification prohibitions, and the take prohibition—involves negotiated decision-making.

C. Clean Water Act Permitting

The classic rigidity critiques of environmental law tend to be stated in sweeping terms but are often focused primarily on pollution-control permitting programs. Among these programs, the Clean Water Act’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting program is particularly prominent. There are elements of truth to the traditional characterizations, for some parts of Clean Water Act permitting really do rely on detailed, formulaic blueprints set through federal regulation. Yet even NPDES permitting also includes substantial elements of negotiation—as do other key elements of Clean Water Act implementation.

The Clean Water Act functions primarily through three overlapping and intertwined regulatory systems. The Act categorically forbids unpermitted “discharge of pollutants” into “navigable waters,” and two of the Act’s major regulatory programs involve permitting otherwise-prohibited pollutant discharges. One permit program—often called the 404 program—authorizes permits for the discharge of “dredged or fill material” into navigable waters. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers issues the permits, most often for activities involving some kind of construction. The other program—the NPDES program—governs the permitting of discharges for all pollutants that are not dredged or fill material. Under the Clean Water Act’s cooperative federalism system, nearly all states have received authority to issue NPDES permits, so while EPA provides oversight, day-to-day permit administration is done by
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197. E.g., Ackerman & Stewart, supra note 38, at 1335.
198. Id.; see William F. Pedersen, Jr., Turning the Tide on Water Quality, 15 ECOLOGY L.Q. 69, 70-71 (1988).
199. See infra notes 207-09 and accompanying text (discussing technology-based effluent standards).
202. See Dave Owen, Regional Federal Administration, 63 UCLA L. REV. 58, 80-83, 82 n.139 (2016) (summarizing the 404 program).
Intertwining in complex ways with the permitting programs is a regulatory system predicated on state development and implementation of water quality standards. Intertwining in complex ways with the permitting programs is a regulatory system predicated on state development and implementation of water quality standards.

1. NPDES

Most commentators view the NPDES program as the “heart of the Act,” and it clearly is the program commentators are thinking of when they describe the statute as prescriptive and rigid. There are ways in which that description fits. When state permit writers draft NPDES permits for sources like industrial facilities and municipal wastewater treatment plants, they generally begin by identifying industry-specific technology-based standards. Those standards derive from EPA regulations and are often expressed in numeric and non-negotiable terms.

But technology-based standards are only part of the larger picture. When permit writers draft Clean Water Act permits for industrial outfalls and for wastewater treatment plants, figuring out the appropriate technology-based standard is just step one. The permit writers also must decide whether and how much to adjust the permitting limits in order to attain compliance with state water quality standards, which are specific to each waterway. Indeed, in interviews, state regulators and private-sector attorneys stressed that water

---


205. See 33 U.S.C. § 1313 (requiring states to set water quality standards and to plan for their attainment).

206. See Nat’l Wildlife Fed. v. Gorsuch, 530 F. Supp. 1291, 1304 (D.D.C. 1982), rev’d on other grounds, 693 F.2d 156 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (“There is no question but that Congress regarded the NPDES program as the heart of the Act and the most effective means of controlling water pollution.”); 5 WEST’S FEDERAL ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE § 5263 (West 2022) (“[NPDES] lies at the heart of the CWA.”).

207. See, e.g., Ackerman & Stewart, supra note 38, at 1335 (criticizing the program’s reliance on best-available-technology standards).

208. See ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, NPDES PERMIT WRITERS’ MANUAL 5-1, 5-14, 5-15 (2010) (showing a process flowchart and explaining that EPA has developed standards for fifty-six industrial categories).


210. NPDES PERMIT WRITERS’ MANUAL, supra note 208, at 6-1.

211. See 33 U.S.C. § 1311(b)(1)(C) (requiring NPDES permits to include “any more stringent limitation, including those necessary to meet water quality standards”); 33 U.S.C. § 1313(c) (requiring water quality standards); NPDES PERMIT WRITERS’ MANUAL, supra note 208, at 6-1 to 6-42.
quality standards generate much of their work. As one regulator explained, “Most of our permits are really based on affecting water quality and best professional judgment rather than the effluent limits.”

That work usually involves negotiation. States often use formulas and modeling to set these water-quality-based effluent limits (WQBELs) and sometimes the formulas and models leave little flexibility. But often, choosing WQBELs requires some exercise of judgment, and those exercises will be negotiated. For example, determining the area in which compliance will be measured is a common negotiating point. The timing of compliance is also often negotiated, both because of potential flexibility in permit terms and because the statutory and regulatory provisions governing the NPDES program allow for variances in compliance schedules. The “scope and frequency of the monitoring program” also can be negotiated, and the exact language to be used in the permit is often a point of discussion. Underlying all of these negotiations are questions about what levels of control are

---

212. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Oct. 21, 2021); see Interview with Environmental Organization Attorney (Aug. 21, 2021) (“[W]e rarely talk about technology-based limits because they’ve been eclipsed by the water-quality-based limits these days. Not in every industry, but in a lot of them.”).

213. E.g., Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Sept. 2, 2021) (describing statistical analyses and stating that “[t]here might be some interpretation on the results of the analysis, but overall . . . the approach for doing the analysis is spelled out in regulation, and the results of the analysis are . . . rarely challenged by dischargers”); Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Oct. 22, 2021) (“They’re largely fixed. The limits themselves are generally tied to some type of formula relationship to the underlying water quality standards.”).

214. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Aug. 23, 2021) (saying that negotiation occurs “when we exercise discretion,” and that WQBELs involve discretion in a variety of ways); Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Oct. 25, 2021) (“Where we are looking at water-quality-standards-based limits, there are times that we have quite a bit of back-and-forth.”).

215. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Sept. 2, 2021), supra note 213 (“[S]ome discharges have mixing zones in the receiving water, and [negotiators address] how much of a dilution factor is allowed by the permit.”); Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Sept. 14, 2021) (identifying mixing zones as a negotiation point in “a majority of the permits”).

216. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator, supra note 213 (stating that negotiations over compliance schedules “tend to be fairly common”); Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Oct. 25, 2021), supra note 214 (“[W]e can’t necessarily negotiate . . . what final compliance looks like, but we can negotiate . . . the landmarks to get the facility where they need to be.”).

217. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Sept. 2, 2021), supra note 213; Interview with Association Representative (Oct. 7, 2021) (identifying “monitoring and reporting” as frequent negotiation issues).
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feasible. Consequently, as one private firm attorney explained, describing his representation of municipal wastewater treatment plants, “pretty much in every permit, there’s at least one or two really big issues that have to be negotiated.” Likewise, a state regulator observed that “it’s very rare where we send a draft . . . to an applicant, or even an existing permittee, and they just say, ‘okay, fine. We’ll take it.’ There is always something.”

Negotiation is similarly important, if not more so, to NPDES permits for stormwater discharges. Partly because the Clean Water Act has been successful in controlling pollution from wastewater treatment plants and industrial outfalls, and partly because stormwater pollution is such a pervasive and difficult problem, stormwater regulation has become a primary focus of Clean Water Act implementation. Within the NPDES system, the EPA and the states accomplish that regulation through two types of stormwater permits: industrial permits and, for mid-sized and larger municipalities, municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) permits. Both types involve negotiation. For MS4 permits, the governing legal standards are decidedly vague, and court decisions have led regulators to use a “maximum-extent-practicable” standard for judging whether a permit is sufficiently demanding.

218. Email from Environmental Organization Representative to author (Oct. 19, 2021, 6:46 PM PST) (on file with author) (“The focus is the feasibility and costs of implementing additional controls.”); Interview with Association Representative (Oct. 21, 2021) (“Essentially, the negotiation is, Hey, we will meet this number that you have given us as a numeric limit, but we cannot do it in five years. We can, potentially, get there in ten years.”).


220. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Oct. 21, 2021); see Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Aug. 23, 2021), supra note 214 (“It’s the rare exception that we ever put something out in a take-it-or-leave-it fashion.”).

221. See COMM. ON REDUCING STORMWATER DISCHARGE CONTRIBUTIONS TO WATER POLLUTION, NAT’L RSCH. COUNCIL, URBAN STORMWATER MANAGEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES 1 (2009) (describing how the addition of stormwater controls has grown the NPDES program).


224. See 33 U.S.C. § 1342(p)(3)(B)(iii) (stating that permits “shall require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable, including management practices, control techniques and system, design and engineering methods, and such other provisions as the Administrator or the State determines appropriate for the control of such pollutants”).

225. Defs. of Wildlife v. Browner, 191 F.3d 1159, 1165-66 (9th Cir. 1999) (holding that MS4 permits need not comply with water quality standards).
resulting flexibility leads to a need to define what will count as compliance.226 Consequently, state regulators and local governments routinely wind up negotiating the terms of MS4 permits, sometimes with the active participation of environmental groups and of non-profit associations that represent stormwater managers.227 Industrial permits can be more rote, but both regulators and outsiders said that negotiations do occur.228

2. Section 404

Negotiating is also central to section 404 permitting, which is the other key Clean Water Act permitting scheme. For most projects, the Army Corps uses what are known as general permits, which apply to large classes of projects.229 By design, these are one-size-fits-all permits; applicants get the benefit of a highly streamlined process if they are willing to forgo most individualized tailoring.230 But the terms of general permits are often negotiated through discussions with affected states.231 For projects that are more complicated or have larger impacts, the Army Corps uses individual permits, and these permits require negotiations somewhat similar to (and sometimes intertwined with) those that occur under section 7 of the ESA.232

226. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Sept. 2, 2021), supra note 213 (explaining that, because of the maximum-extent-practicable standard, and because "there can be a lot of variation between municipalities as to how sophisticated their stormwater best management practices program is, there can be negotiations about what's acceptable, what's not"); Interview with Association Representative (Oct. 5, 2021) ("When there's ambiguity, by definition there's going to be some kind of . . . informal negotiation, like, 'Hey, we're going to do this. How does that seem to you, regulator?' 'Oh, okay, that seems okay.'").

227. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Aug. 23, 2021), supra note 214 ("There's an extensive amount of negotiation that goes into municipal stormwater permitting in particular."); Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 219 ("[T]here's a lot of negotiation that goes on there. A lot of it is through coalitions or bigger industry groups . . . .").

228. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator, supra note 212 (describing limited negotiations for industrial stormwater permitting); Email from Environmental Organization Representative, supra note 218 (stating that "[g]eneral permits themselves are negotiated" and "[a]ny individual permit would be negotiated as well").

229. See 33 U.S.C. § 1344(e) (authorizing the use of general permits); RYAN W. TAYLOR, FEDERALISM OF WETLANDS 94 (2013) (finding that 95% of the permits issued over a multiyear study period were general permits).


231. See Owen, supra note 202, at 98.

232. See Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 172 (describing the relationship between the Clean Water Act section 404 and ESA section 7 processes, but also noting that "[t]he Corps has a fairly rigid set of things that it wants to mitigate for . . . . Those

footnote continued on next page
Applicants and the Corps (and, sometimes, state regulators) often negotiate over the nature of the project, with the goal of avoiding impacts to aquatic resources and, therefore, the need for a permit, or at least minimizing those impacts. They also negotiate compensatory mitigation, which often is done on a site-specific basis, sometimes with discussions involving multiple agencies in addition to the Corps.

3. Water quality standards and TMDLs

Clean Water Act negotiation extends beyond the statute’s permitting programs. The Act empowers states to set water quality standards, subject to EPA review and approval, and provides several mechanisms for putting those standards into effect (one mechanism, which this Article has already discussed, is the adjustment of NPDES permits). Each element of the water quality standards program tends to be negotiated. States can adjust their standards, and the development of new water quality standards can sometimes lead to multiparty and multiyear negotiations. States implement water quality standards partly by developing waterway-specific pollution budgets, known as “total maximum daily loads” (TMDLs). TMDLs can be “hugely negotiated” or “all about negotiation,” according to regulators and nongovernmental attorneys. Additionally, states implement their water quality standards by imposing conditions on federal authorizations for activities involving

rarely, in my experience, match up with what the [Fish & Wildlife] Service wants to address”).

233. See Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Aug. 23, 2021), supra note 214 (“That whole issue of avoid, minimize is a big part of negotiation. What’s the footprint of the project, and can’t you come up with something different?”).
234. See Owen, supra note 202, at 100-04 (describing localized discretion in selecting compensatory mitigation).
236. See Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Aug. 23, 2021), supra note 214 (describing multiyear, multiparty, facilitated negotiations over water quality standards); Interview with State Water Quality Regulator, supra note 215 (“That is where the bulk of our negotiations occur.”).
238. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator, supra note 215; Email from Environmental Organization Representative, supra note 218 (“Meetings happen for months… before a draft is even finalized.”).
discharges.239 These, too, can lead to both site-specific and programmatic negotiations.240

In summary, negotiation arises in almost every element of the Clean Water Act’s regulatory scheme. That does not mean everything about Clean Water Act implementation is negotiable. Interview subjects stressed that some issues really are settled by governing federal or state law,241 and that, in other areas, issues that once required negotiation have now become routinized.242 But even if there are some areas where negotiation is not allowed or not needed, negotiation remains central to water quality protection.

D. Clean Air Act Permitting

When commentators have criticized environmental law for being excessively centralized and rigid, another key target has been the Clean Air Act.243 The Clean Air Act also has been a central focus of reform efforts; nowhere else has the turn toward market-based regulatory systems been as prominent or as influential.244 The Act is also hugely consequential,245 and its importance is only growing as climate change becomes increasingly dire.246 Yet even in Clean Air Act permitting, which traditional accounts might lead one to believe is a pinnacle of centralized rigidity, negotiation is crucially important.


240. See Owen, supra note 202, at 98 (describing programmatic negotiations); Interview with State Water Quality Regulator, supra note 220 (“[I]f somebody needs an individual 404 permit, they’re going to need an individual [Department of Environmental Quality] permit that serves as the 401, and yes, those are negotiated. It’s generally a three-party negotiation, because we want to end up being consistent with the Corps.”).

241. E.g., Interview with State Water Quality Regulator, supra note 215 (“Technology-based effluent limits don’t leave us a lot of room for negotiations or, really, flexibility.”).

242. See Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 219 (“[O]ftentimes, you might be on your fifth or sixth permit, right? The issues have sort of worked themselves out.”).

243. E.g., Ackerman & Stewart, supra note 38, at 1335. See generally Bruce A. Ackerman & William T. Hassler, Clean Coal/Dirty Air: Or How the Clean Air Act Became a Multibillion-Dollar Bail-Out for High-Sulfur Coal Producers and What Should Be Done About It (1981) (critiquing the interest-group politics that led to rigid controls on coal-fired power plants).


246. See generally INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, SPECIAL REPORT ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND LAND (Valérie Masson-Delmotte et al. eds., 2019).
For new stationary sources of air pollution, the Clean Air Act prescribes two overlapping regulatory programs. Stationary sources must comply with “new source standards of performance” and go through a separate process called “new source review.” New source performance standards are set nationally, and attorneys and regulators told me that compliance with these standards rarely involves significant negotiation—unless alleged violations lead to enforcement actions. In contrast, new source review is generally carried out by state permitting entities pursuant to flexible standards.

The result, typically, is negotiation.

Those negotiations typically happen in two phases. They often begin before an application is even submitted. As one attorney explained, “the first thing you do is . . . sit down and have a pre-application meeting,” which “lays groundwork for later negotiation if it needs to happen.” Sometimes the regulators will simply accept the proposed project description—what follows is just a discussion of specific permit terms, perhaps with draft permit documents going back and forth between the applicant and the permit

---


251. Interview with Private Firm Attorney (Nov. 5, 2021) (“In enforcement cases, certainly, the interpretation and application of new source performance standards can be very much up front.”).


253. See 42 U.S.C. § 7479(3) (defining the “best available control technology” standard, which applies to new source review in attainment areas, see 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(4), as “an emission limitation . . . which the permitting authority, on a case-by-case basis, taking into account energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other costs, determines is achievable for such facility”).

Sometimes, however, regulators and the project proponent may negotiate the nature of the project proposal, with regulators seeking changes in the project description that would lead to reduced environmental impacts. All of this "happens largely out of the public eye."

A second phase of negotiation can arise when the draft permit is released for public review. At this stage, at least for major projects with high levels of emissions, opponents can object to projects, triggering administrative and possibly judicial review—and, often, negotiations. Those negotiations typically involve community groups with localized concerns that can be addressed without stopping the project (national environmental groups often object because they are categorically opposed to projects, which means there is little benefit to negotiating). Those local groups often negotiate for adjustments in project operations or for community benefit agreements. Sometimes the two phases blend into one. In California, for example, where regulated entities expect high levels of regulatory and community oversight, they may try to negotiate understandings with environmental and community groups prior to bringing proposals to regulators. In other states, interviewees told me that such proactive engagement with environmental groups "does not happen."

---

255. Id. The attorney noted that she will sometimes ask for a more stringent permit than regulators initially propose if she thinks that will make the permit more defensible. Id.

256. Interview with Private Firm Attorney (Aug. 22, 2021) (describing "what constitutes the project that is proposed" as "a fundamental question that we always face").

257. Interview with Community Group Attorney (Oct. 18, 2021).


259. Interview with Community Group Attorney, supra note 257.

260. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 251 ("It also helps ... if you're dealing with local counsel that aren't being brought in for national agendas. ... You're not typically, if ever, going to be able to get [national groups] to not oppose a coal-fired power project.").

261. Interview with State Air Quality Regulator (Sept. 17, 2021) ("Oftentimes, hearing requesters or fence-line communities don't necessarily have concerns with regard to things that [the state agency] can look at .... [T]hey want more meetings with the plant manager. They want more effective landscaping and screening around the facility .... [W]e can get folks together, talk about solutions that might be outside the [state agency's] jurisdiction."); Interview with Community Group Attorney, supra note 257 ("[I]n our settlements, we're looking at better controls, so pollution reductions, better monitoring, and usually some sort of community benefit.").

262. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 256 ("[S]ometimes our job as project proponent ... is to create the engagement between the agency and the stakeholders where the agency might otherwise prefer just to do a decision on its own.").

263. Interview with Community Group Attorney, supra note 257.
Though stationary-source permitting has received abundant academic attention, it is just part of the Clean Air Act’s regulatory scheme. The entire scheme is too massive to summarize in this Article, but a few brief examples should illustrate that negotiation is not unique to stationary-source permitting. Some of the most important air quality regulations address tailpipe standards for automobiles, and those standards have sometimes emerged from complex negotiated deals with the automobile industry.\[^{264}\] Another key element is the development of state air quality plans. Those, too, often involve negotiations, as states and the EPA discuss whether a plan meets statutory standards and can be approved.\[^{265}\] Many elements of Clean Air Act implementation are not negotiated, or are negotiated only at policymaking levels but not as the law applies to individual companies or facilities. The Act’s market-based regulatory systems, for example, can obviate the need for site-specific negotiations; facilities that want flexibility can make trades instead. But for the Act as a whole, as for other areas of environmental law, negotiation is key.

E. Environmental Impact Assessment

Like most of its fellow members of the environmental-law canon, the National Environmental Policy Act, which requires analysis of the environmental impacts of federal government actions, does not appear to be a negotiation-framing statute.\[^{266}\] Nor do its many state-law counterparts.\[^{267}\] But in practice, compliance with environmental impact assessment laws often involves multiple stages of negotiation.

NEPA and its state-law counterparts encode a simple premise: Governments should study and disclose the environmental consequences of their actions before those actions occur.\[^{268}\] To that end, NEPA requires preparation of “environmental impact statements” before any “major Federal

---


\[^{266}\] See 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4347 (making no mention of negotiation).


\[^{268}\] See Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 349 (1989) (explaining NEPA’s purposes); Laurel Heights Improvement Ass’n v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 764 P.2d 278, 282-83 (Cal. 1988) (explaining the purposes of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)).
actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.\footnote{269}{269} Those impact statements must discuss alternatives to the proposed action as well as the action’s potential environmental impacts.\footnote{270}{270} NEPA does not mandate any particular environmental outcome,\footnote{271}{271} but some state environmental impact assessment laws, like the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)\footnote{272}{272} and New York’s State Environmental Quality Review Act,\footnote{273}{273} also require state and local actors to avoid or mitigate significant environmental impacts if it is feasible to do so.\footnote{274}{274}

On their face, these requirements may not sound like frameworks for negotiation, and sometimes they are not.\footnote{275}{275} When a federal agency pursues an agency-generated project, with neither a private project proponent nor other interested groups, there is little to negotiate with anyone else. But many projects covered by NEPA involve granting approvals to a nonfederal entity—sometimes a state or local government, but often a private actor—which means there is at least one other entity with a stake in the process.\footnote{276}{276} Additionally, some projects, even if not directly proposed by a specific private proponent, are of concern to a wide range of interests. Often, these concerns get sorted out through negotiations, with the NEPA process providing a framework.\footnote{277}{277} The same dynamics occur—sometimes with even more intensity—under state law.\footnote{278}{278}

For actions implicating NEPA, the negotiations can start at the outset of the process. The “lead agency”—which is the federal agency with primary responsibility for NEPA compliance\footnote{279}{279}—generally must make a series of discretionary decisions, including defining the proposed action, drafting a

\begin{footnotes}
\item[269] 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C).
\item[270] Id.
\item[271] Robertson, 490 U.S. at 350.
\item[272] CAL. PUB. RES. CODE §§ 21000-21177 (West 2022).
\item[273] N.Y. ENV’T CONSERV. LAW §§ 8-0101 to 8-0117 (McKinney 2022).
\item[274] CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 21002 (West 2022); N.Y. ENV’T CONSERV. LAW § 8-0109(1) (McKinney 2022).
\item[275] Every interview subject I spoke with described some NEPA-related situations and subjects that generally do not generate negotiations. See, e.g., infra notes 288-89 and accompanying text (providing examples).
\item[276] See MANDELKER ET AL., supra note 267, § 8:20.
\item[277] Interview with U.S. Forest Service Employee (Nov. 29, 2021) (“I see a lot more negotiation on the internal projects than I do on the external . . . . Internally, we’re negotiating all the time on, ‘Is this a priority?’ ‘Should we even do this?’ ‘Should we do this project or this project?’ ‘Whose is more important?’”).
\item[278] See infra notes 292-303 and accompanying text.
\item[279] 40 C.F.R. § 1501.7 (2021).
\end{footnotes}
statement of purpose and need for that action;\textsuperscript{280} deciding the range of alternatives that it will analyze;\textsuperscript{281} determining whether it will prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) at all;\textsuperscript{282} and deciding how it will describe potential impacts.\textsuperscript{283} On each of these questions, there may be disparities of interest between the project proponent and the agency, and with project opponents or other interested parties. The project proponent may want one project description, for example, but the agency may argue that a different version of the project would be easier to permit.\textsuperscript{284} The project proponent may want a highly focused statement of purpose and need and a narrow range of alternatives, while the agency may believe that a broader analysis will be more defensible in litigation.\textsuperscript{285} Governing law is unlikely to point to a clear resolution of these disagreements, because the statute itself is brief and vague,\textsuperscript{286} and its implementing regulations, though significantly wordier, still leave key terms undefined.\textsuperscript{287}

All this discretionary decisionmaking does not always generate negotiation; sometimes the lead agency will resolve these disputes unilaterally, as it clearly has the power to do.\textsuperscript{288} In other settings, there is no real disagreement and therefore no need for negotiation.\textsuperscript{289} But often, negotiations will occur. As one former NEPA consultant put it, “[t]here's a ton of

\textsuperscript{280} See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.13 (2021); see Simmons v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs, 120 F.3d 664, 666 (7th Cir. 1997) (“The ‘purpose’ of a project is a slippery concept, susceptible of no hard-and-fast definition.”).

\textsuperscript{281} See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14 (2021); see, e.g., High Country Conservation Advocs. v. U.S. Forest Serv., 951 F.3d 1217, 1220-22 (10th Cir. 2020) (describing, partially upholding, and partially rejecting the Forest Service’s selection of alternatives for analysis).

\textsuperscript{282} See, e.g., Nat’l Parks Conservation Ass’n v. Seminole, 916 F.3d 1075, 1077 (D.C. Cir. 2019) (describing, and rejecting, the Army Corps’ decision against preparing an EIS for a major utility line project).

\textsuperscript{283} See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16 (2021).

\textsuperscript{284} E.g., Interview with Bureau of Land Management Employee (Nov. 15, 2021) [hereinafter Interview with BLM Employee] (describing how negotiations motivated by avoiding the need for a full EIS will often lead to changes in project descriptions).

\textsuperscript{285} See Simmons, 120 F.3d at 666-67 (chastising the Army Corps for deferring to the project proponents’ narrow view of project alternatives).

\textsuperscript{286} See 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C) (providing the statute’s mandates in relatively few words).

\textsuperscript{287} See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 1508.1 (leaving “significant” undefined).

\textsuperscript{288} See, e.g., Interview with BLM Employee, supra note 284 (“We would not negotiate about, ‘Is this significant?’ That’s our call.”).

\textsuperscript{289} See, e.g., Interview with USFS Employee, supra note 179 (“[F]or proponent-driven stuff . . . there’s usually very little disagreement about what the purpose and need of a project is . . . .”).
negotiation that goes on both formally and informally on most NEPA decisions. He added:

In every NEPA document I've ever worked on that responded to a request from a permittee or applicant, that party was intimately involved in formulating the proposed action, in developing reasonable alternatives, and in refining the purpose and need language. If other alternatives were suggested during scoping, the permittee was also always involved in discussions of whether those alternatives were viable (and they always wanted to negotiate down the scope of the review) . . . . [I]f a permittee is paying for field surveys, modeling, or document preparation, they insist in being involved in defining the scope of work rather than turn over their checkbook to an agency.

Attorneys practicing under state environmental impact assessment laws described even more pervasive negotiating. Under state environmental impact assessment laws, and in contrast to most NEPA processes, the project proponent often prepares and submits the environmental review document to the lead agency, which then makes decisions about the sufficiency of the document before deciding to proceed with the project. Or, alternatively, the lead agency may retain primary control over the document, but the project proponent may select and pay for the consultant that prepares that document and provide input on its contents. In either situation, attorneys explained, the fact that private parties "have a pen" means they have more leverage to negotiate than they would have under NEPA.

The resulting negotiations can address every facet of compliance. They may begin with negotiations over the choice of the consulting firm that will prepare the studies. Choosing whether to prepare a full environmental study or some streamlined form of review is often a key negotiating point, with project proponents sometimes resisting agency decisions to prepare full studies and sometimes warning the agency that streamlined review isn't likely

291. Id.
293. See, e.g., N.Y. STATE DEP'T OF ENV'T CONSERVATION, THE SEQR HANDBOOK 65 (4th ed. 2020) (noting that the applicant may choose to prepare the environmental review).
296. Interview with Private Firm Attorney (Oct. 15, 2021), supra note 292 ("I'm doing this right now on a big project . . . .").
to be defensible.\textsuperscript{297} And, as with NEPA, the content of the study, the drafting of responses to public comments, and the choice of mitigation measures often create multiple opportunities for negotiation.\textsuperscript{298}

So far, most of the negotiations I have described involve the project proponent and the lead agency. But NEPA and its state counterparts also can produce extensive negotiations involving other interested parties. In California, for example, interested parties will use comments on the draft and the associated threat of legal action to try to secure changes to the proposed project.\textsuperscript{299} Local governments often use the environmental review process to gain leverage to compel financial payments that would mitigate increased infrastructure or governance costs.\textsuperscript{300} Labor unions use the threat of litigation—or actual filed cases—as leverage to compel project developers to enter into union contracts.\textsuperscript{301} Not all stakeholders are interested in negotiating, and sometimes the agency finds it simpler to let the challenges play out.\textsuperscript{302} But while the pressure points may differ from federal to state and from agency to agency, for many parties, the environmental review process provides a framework and a series of leverage points for multiple stages of negotiation.\textsuperscript{303}

These negotiations can be focused and bilateral, but they can also be complicated, multiparty affairs. Forest Service staff, for example, described using multi-stakeholder collaborations to identify and discuss management options for national forests.\textsuperscript{304} These processes are designed to address the requirements of multiple statutes, not just NEPA; the National Forest

\textsuperscript{297} Id. ("[F]irst point of negotiation is often around, 'What is the CEQA document itself' . . . It's not always the case that we're pushing for some lesser level of CEQA and the agency wants to do more. I would say it's maybe fifty-fifty on that kind of split.").

\textsuperscript{298} Id. ("[O]ften as mitigation measures are initially drafted, they do pose real feasibility concerns.").

\textsuperscript{299} I have done this while representing potential plaintiffs and responded to such comments while representing potential defendants.

\textsuperscript{300} See, e.g., City of Marina v. Bd. of Trs. of the Cal. St. U., 138 P.3d 692, 703-04 (Cal. 2006) (describing an impacted community's argument—which the court accepted—that CEQA provides authority for "a negotiated payment").

\textsuperscript{301} Interview with Private Firm Attorney (Oct. 15, 2021); see M. Nolan Gray, How Californians Are Weaponizing Environmental Law, ATLANTIC (Mar. 12, 2021), https://perma.cc/WHK3-K89J (describing "greenmailing" by labor unions and others).

\textsuperscript{302} Interview with USFS Employee, supra note 179 ("Our attorneys are paid for, so go ahead.").

\textsuperscript{303} See Interview with Private Firm Attorney (Oct. 15, 2021), supra note 292.

\textsuperscript{304} Interview with USFS Employee, supra note 179 ("[S]ometimes there's interest groups involved or stakeholder collaboratives that'll form, and they'll ask the agency to meet with them . . . ."). See generally Martin Nie, Place-Based National Forest Legislation and Agreements: Common Characteristics and Policy Recommendations, 41 ENV'T L. REP. 10,229 (2011) (describing collaborations).
Management Act, for example, typically plays a key role. The negotiations also address basic choices about what the agency should do with its land, and those would arise even in the absence of governing statutory frameworks. But the NEPA process, interviewees explained, provides the framework and a focus for the discussions.

F. Enforcement

Except for CERCLA, the discussion so far has focused on pre-enforcement phases of compliance. But in nearly all these fields, enforcement actions open a potential new phase of negotiation.

A few factors give rise to the importance of negotiation in enforcement. Environmental litigation, like most litigation, is expensive and often unpredictable, and parties on both sides have incentives to avoid litigating cases to completion. Negotiating a settlement is often an appealing alternative. Additionally, government agencies have broad discretion to craft the terms of settlements. Environmental statutes leave in place agencies' traditional enforcement discretion, which means agencies generally can offer nonenforcement as a carrot to induce negotiated changes. If agencies do bring enforcement actions, most environmental statutes and implementing policies allow for ranges of penalty levels, with additional possible adjustments to account for the benefits of avoided litigation risk, leaving ample room for

307. Email from former National Environmental Policy Act Consultant, supra note 290 (“NEPA is the framework for coordinating compliance with and disclosure under multiple laws.”); Interview with USFS Employee, supra note 179 (“NEPA doesn’t require it, but that’s typically where [discussions] happen.”).
308. See Freeman, supra note 1, at 660-61 (describing this centrality); Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 254 (describing enforcement as involving “negotiation all over the place”).
parties to negotiate dollar amounts.\(^1\)\(^2\) Government agencies can also include “supplemental environmental projects” (SEPs), which are environmentally beneficial projects that the enforcement target would not otherwise need to pursue, in lieu of collecting some penalties.\(^3\)\(^1\)\(^3\) The possibility of SEPs opens up extensive additional opportunities for crafting creative settlement terms.\(^3\)\(^1\)\(^4\)

Similar opportunities exist when enforcement happens through citizen suits.\(^3\)\(^1\)\(^5\) Some citizen suits are filed by individuals or groups who want and expect to stop a project in its tracks, and in that circumstance, there is little to negotiate.\(^3\)\(^1\)\(^6\) But often—particularly with lawsuits against existing facilities—litigants want changes in practices or some sort of mitigation effort,\(^3\)\(^1\)\(^7\) and they may attempt to begin settlement discussions as soon as they file the case.\(^3\)\(^1\)\(^8\) Even when a litigant’s opposition to a project is more categorical, the litigant may prefer a compromise to potentially losing or to running out of money to litigate the case, and may take a settlement that provides something less than complete victory.\(^3\)\(^1\)\(^9\) For defendants, a negotiated agreement may provide more economic certainty than litigation, as well as the chance to avoid

\(^{312}\) See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 6928 (capping some types of penalties but leaving discretion beneath those caps); OFF. OF ENF’T & COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE, ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, REVISIONS TO THE 1990 RCRA CIVIL PENALTY POLICY 41 (2003), https://perma.cc/4RTM-PF4A.


\(^{314}\) Id. See generally Kakade, supra note 309 (describing the potential benefits of and controversy surrounding SEPs); Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 254 (describing extensive negotiation of SEPs, and saying: “Companies like SEPs, because they like to feel like their money isn’t going to waste”).

\(^{315}\) See Thompson, supra note 93, at 206-07 (describing environmental group incentives to settle and the emergence of SEPs from citizen suits).

\(^{316}\) See Interview with Private Firm Attorney (Nov. 5, 2021).

\(^{317}\) See, e.g., Interview with Community Group Attorney, supra note 257. The attorney explained:

\[
(1)\text{you’re looking at, what are they [going to] pay in terms of penalties to the government, and how much are they [going to] put into community-type projects. The community project might be funding for the volunteer fire department that responds to fires at [the] facility, or maybe it’s [air] filters for the local elementary school, or … [a] mobile health clinic.}
\]

Id.

\(^{318}\) E.g., Interview with Environmental Group Attorney (Oct. 20, 2021) (describing her organization’s preference to include joint site visits, at which experts from each side can discuss management improvements, as part of a typical settlement negotiation).

admitting fault. Consequently, for citizen suits, as for government-filed suits, negotiation is routine.

The importance of settlements means that compliance-related negotiations often come in a series of stages. Consider, for example, a Clean Water Act NPDES permit, which commentators sometimes use as a prime example of environmental law’s rigidity. Some of the original terms of that permit likely would be negotiated, and those negotiations would cover a range of subjects, including how compliance might be measured. If, after the permit issues, compliance issues arise, the regulating agency and the permittee may negotiate again over whether the monitoring results actually indicate noncompliance and what should be done about the problem. The result might be a consent decree, which, by setting a timetable for delayed compliance, effectively functions as a negotiated variance for the facility. And because NPDES permits must be renewed on five-year cycles, the enforcement negotiations may feed directly into negotiations over the next round of permitting. For both the regulators and the regulated, the discussions may never really end.

III. Implications

The previous Part demonstrates that negotiation is more pervasive in environmental law than traditional accounts of the field acknowledge. That conclusion supports this Article’s most basic point, which is that understanding environmental law requires understanding the roles of negotiation. This Part goes beyond that basic point and considers how negotiation’s centrality affects traditional critiques of environmental law. The Part explains why the prevalence and nature of environmental-law negotiations partially undercut command-and-control critiques. It then

320. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 254.
321. See, e.g., Interview with Environmental Group Attorney, supra note 318 ("[A]lmost ninety percent of our litigation results in settlement negotiations and a settlement agreement.").
322. See supra notes 213-20 and accompanying text.
323. See Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 219.
324. See ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, EPA GENERAL ENFORCEMENT POLICY NO. GM-17, GUIDANCE FOR DRAFTING JUDICIAL CONSENT DECREES 2, 10 (1983), in U.S. ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, 2 GENERAL ENFORCEMENT POLICY COMPENDIUM at OR.1-1 (1994) (observing that “a consent decree may operate as a release from liability for the defendant for the violations addressed by the decree” and stating that the consent decree should set compliance deadlines); see also Tracy Hester, Consent Decrees as Emergent Environmental Law, 85 Mo. L. Rev. 687, 702-04 (2020) (describing the centrality of consent decrees to environmental law).
explains why negotiation’s prevalence similarly undercuts—again, partially—critiques that equate negotiation with slippage.

A. Flexibility and Decentralization

Classic critiques claim that the United States’ systems of environmental law are overly centralized and rigid. In those critiques, environmental law is a command-and-control system, largely implemented through uniform national standards applied with little regard to the needs of specific facilities or places. Closely related to that charge are concerns about informational deficits. If environmental rules are nationally uniform and are set primarily by Washington-based bureaucrats, then local needs will often go unheard, or will be understood only by state and local regulators whose hands are tied by national regulatory regimes. This view has been influential. Pushes for increased use of environmental trading systems, additional devolution of authority to state and local governments, informational regulation, and self-regulation all arise at least partly from the sense that the alternative is centralized inflexibility.

Acknowledging the importance of negotiation undercuts these traditional critiques in multiple ways. Initially, the prevalence of negotiation shows that nearly every major environmental regulatory program incorporates significant elements of flexibility. Whether regulators are crafting the terms of new-source-review permits to fit the needs of individual stationary air pollution sources or are developing site-specific mitigation measures as part of biological opinions, they are taking the general standards and directives of environmental statutes and adapting them to specific situations. This is happening constantly, and throughout implementation of environmental law.

A corollary to this flexibility is a surprising level of creativity. Traditional critiques of environmental law often portray the field as sclerotic; centralization and rigidity, the critics allege, make innovative governance difficult, and when innovation does occur, it often flounders. Yet nearly everyone I spoke to described situations in which negotiation allowed them, or

326. See Malloy, supra note 4 (summarizing these critiques).
327. See supra notes 37-47 and accompanying text.
328. See supra notes 48-51 and accompanying text.
329. See Fiorino, supra note 38, at 77-78 (“The people who know the most about the business are not the ones making the rules; they are responding to rules imposed on them from outside.”).
330. See supra Part II.
331. See supra notes 247-63 and accompanying text.
332. See supra notes 164-89 and accompanying text.
other people they work with, to come up with creative solutions to environmental challenges.\textsuperscript{334} Additionally, many of these creative solutions developed in a bottom-up way.\textsuperscript{335} Standardized conditions in biological opinions are a good example; they often arise out of project-specific negotiations and eventually, through acceptance by regulators and action agencies, become routinized across classes of similar projects, with efficiency benefits for all involved.\textsuperscript{336} There are limits to the creativity, of course; many interview subjects wished it happened more often and argued that getting government regulators to be creative was hard work.\textsuperscript{337} But the interviews left no doubt that coming up with innovative, context-specific solutions is an important element of existing systems of environmental regulation.

The prevalence of negotiation also undermines arguments about informational deficits. In their classic form, these arguments are premised on the assumed absence of direct communication between the regulators who make meaningful decisions and the people who are actually affected.\textsuperscript{338} That critique might seem plausible; if decisions happen in Washington, D.C. but the problems are mostly elsewhere, then decision-makers necessarily will be underinformed.\textsuperscript{339} But negotiation is communication—one cannot negotiate

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{334}. E.g., Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Aug. 23, 2021), supra note 214 (describing how the possibility of negotiation-based flexibility induces regulated entities to support monitoring programs that fill major data gaps); Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 114 (describing the use of multilateral negotiations to achieve economically and environmentally beneficial outcomes of CERCLA cleanups); Interview with FWS Official, supra note 154 (“Working collaboratively with action agencies and applicants generally produces better and more durable outcomes.”); Interview with Community Group Attorney, supra note 257 (emphasizing the value of situations in which air-quality-permit applicants “can actually talk, and understand, ‘What are the things the community is facing?’”).

\textsuperscript{335}. See, e.g., Interview with Water Quality Regulator, supra note 215 (describing a municipal NPDES permit that involved the construction of a treatment facility for otherwise-untreated agricultural wastewater); Interview with State Air Quality Regulator, supra note 261 (describing, as a hypothetical but typical example, negotiations of restrictions on the times when trucks would access a facility near a neighborhood school).

\textsuperscript{336}. See supra notes 182-86 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{337}. E.g., Interview with Association Representative (Oct. 4, 2021) (“EPA thinks there’s a lot of flexibility in how you write permits, and we think there is, but in between there’s the permit writer. It doesn’t seem to translate.”); Interview with Environmental Organization Attorney, supra note 212 (“They’re pretty bureaucratic. They’re not proactive in trying to find [negotiated] solutions.”).

\textsuperscript{338}. E.g., Stewart, supra note 50, at 343 (describing the information deficits faced by “bureaucrats in Washington”).

\end{flushleft}
without exchanging information about the circumstances and challenges the other negotiating parties face—and such communication is constantly occurring at multiple levels of governance.

Both regulators and regulated entities value these communications. Regulators repeatedly emphasized that they often lack expertise in the operations of the facilities they regulate, and they need to—and do—communicate with operators to find out what kinds of regulatory restrictions and mitigation measures will be feasible. As one explained, “the back-and-forth helps us better understand a facility, because we certainly don’t know them as well as the operators and owners do.” That such communication exists does not mean, of course, that regulated entities feel perfectly understood; as later parts of this Article will explain in more detail, their attorneys often complained that regulators do not know regulated businesses nearly as well as they should. But they attributed those problems primarily to inexperience and a lack of sufficient training, not to centralization.

If the prevalence of negotiation undercuts many of the premises of these classic critiques, it also partially undercuts the conclusions to which those critiques lead. Because much of environmental law is negotiated on a site-specific basis, policymakers may not need to resort to environmental trading systems or self-governance to allow regulated entities to tailor regulatory burdens to their particular opportunities and needs. Permit writers already are doing that. Nor do we necessarily need more devolution to state and local governments to achieve site-specific tailoring. Already, because of cooperative federalism programs, almost all of the permit writers negotiating the terms of NPDES and Clean Air Act permits work for state agencies. And even in programs where federal authorities still write the permits, those

340. E.g., Interview with NMFS Official, supra note 161 (“We’ll have a lot of discussions with the facility about . . . when they’re bringing water in, when they’re discharging water, what they can do to lower the temperature of the water, because we’re not experts in how you operate a power plant, but we do know whether the water temperature is too high.”).

341. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator, supra note 212.

342. See infra note 413 and accompanying text.

343. See Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 254 (critiquing permit writers’ training).

344. See supra Part II.

345. See supra notes 210-20, 232-34, 252-63 and accompanying text (describing tailored approaches to air and water quality permitting).

permits typically are issued by staff who work in field or regional offices, and who often craft permit terms through localized negotiations.347

To say that the arguments for markets and devolution are not as strong as their proponents have suggested is not to say, however, that those arguments are completely flawed. Because not everything in environmental law is negotiable, there are some situations in which a trading system or some other reform could create welcome flexibility.348 Additionally, alternative regulatory systems may sometimes provide a better form of localized tailoring than negotiated permit writing. For example, because trading will sometimes involve exchanges between facilities, while negotiations often focus on one facility at a time, trading may provide efficiency advantages that negotiated permitting cannot.349 Similarly, the transaction costs associated with markets might be lower. The relatively seamless environmental markets of economic theory are quite different from the practical realities,350 but negotiation can also be time-consuming.351 Consequently, even a market with real-world transaction costs may be smoother—if carefully crafted and managed—than a system of facility-by-facility permit negotiations.

The larger point is not that markets, devolution, and other traditionally favored reforms lack justifications. Instead, it is that some traditional arguments for these reforms are much too simple. The reforms may make sense, but they should be justified, if at all, through comparisons to the complex, negotiation-driven processes of traditional environmental regulation, not to caricatures of isolation and rigidity.

347. See Owen, supra note 202, at 97-105 (describing Army Corps permitting).
348. New Source Performance Standards and NPDES technology-based permitting are two prominent examples of regulatory regimes that generally do not invite negotiation, except during enforcement. See supra notes 207-09, 251 and accompanying text. Yet, as Jonathan Skinner-Thompson pointed out in comments on an earlier draft, even the former program may generate negotiations around applicability determinations and letters of comfort.
349. See Am. Lung Ass’n v. EPA, 985 F.3d 914, 936-40, 943 (D.C. Cir. 2021), rev’d on other grounds, West Virginia v. EPA, 142 S. Ct. 2587 (2022) (describing the differences between the Obama Administration’s Clean Power Plan, which determined potential emissions reductions by assuming the ability to shift energy generation among different types of facilities, and the Trump Administration’s Affordable Clean Energy Rule, which calculated a lower level of potential emissions reductions partly because it considered only reductions at each regulated facility).
351. See, e.g., Interview with Former EPA Attorney, supra note 119 (describing multiyear Superfund negotiations: “It was brutal. I mean, physically brutal . . . . We’d hammer at each other all day . . . .”).
B. Slippage and Discretion

Another classic critique of environmental law treats its supposed rigidity not as a central vice but as an often-squandered virtue. In this telling, the agencies that implement environmental law routinely allow regulated entities to ignore environmental law’s strict mandates.352 Sometimes they do so by simple inaction, and negotiation is not to blame.353 But sometimes, in these critiques, negotiation is a key mechanism through which gaps open between the protective laws on the books and the less protective law in action. Reformers therefore often call for measures that will cabin agency discretion and thus limit regulators’ ability to negotiate compliance away.354

Hardly anyone familiar with environmental law doubts that this story is sometimes accurate. The field is filled with accounts of government programs that went under- or unenforced or that agencies never began implementing in the first place,355 and with tales of deliberate efforts by political leaders to undercut regulators’ ability to govern.356 But a closer look at the roles of negotiation demonstrates that while negotiation can be a mechanism for slippage, its roles are more extensive and complicated, and that even people who strongly support vigorous environmental regulation should sometimes view regulatory negotiations in a positive light.

This claim derives partly from the reality that negotiations are often necessary to define what will count as compliance. Not every environmental regulation is as clear as a technology-based standard in a NPDES permit. Instead, in many circumstances, the requirements of environmental law must be fleshed out in site-specific ways.357 In theory, regulators could do that unilaterally by simply issuing directives to regulated entities—and sometimes they do.358 But in many circumstances, regulators cannot understand the nature of the proposals before them, the likely impacts of those proposals, or the possibilities for adjustments without some dialogue with regulated entities.359 Those discussions can turn into negotiations—often, the line is

352. See supra notes 71-81 and accompanying text.
353. See Farber, supra note 6, at 299.
354. See supra notes 90-93.
355. See generally HOUCK, supra note 237 (chronicling years of government reluctance to draft and implement TMDLs).
357. See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 1508.1 (leaving “significant”—which is a crucial term for NEPA implementation—undefined).
359. See supra notes 340-41 and accompanying text.
blurry—and the result can be better-informed regulatory decision-making. As one regulator emphasized:

We're not going to be successful if we don't interact with the people we're regulating. We need to understand what they're doing. They need to understand where we're coming from, what our priorities and goals are, what their goals are, how they're meeting [or] working to meet those goals. . . . [Y]ou can't tell people what to do without telling them the why. . . . The permit's going to be better quality; it's going to be more implementable.

As that last line suggests, better-informed decision-making can often lead to better outcomes. Essentially everyone I interviewed could identify specific situations in which negotiated outcomes produced improvements over the project descriptions regulated entities initially brought to the table and over the initial regulatory restrictions proposed by regulators. The examples come from all types of regulatory programs: collaborative, multi-PRP arrangements to expedite Superfund cleanups, integrated stormwater-wastewater-groundwater-recharge permits, community benefits agreements to mitigate the impacts of air-polluting facilities on disadvantaged communities, and highway-department vegetation-management practices that would better protect butterflies were just a few of the many examples. In some circumstances, the resulting agreements accomplished things that agencies never could have ordered on their own but that were more affordable for regulated entities and more valued by affected communities. In other circumstances, negotiations led to new regulatory approaches that became standard agency policy. But across a range of settings, negotiation often led to what participants on all sides described as better results.

The idea that negotiation can lead to better environmental solutions is not new to the environmental literature. Commentators have described many examples of innovative and valuable negotiated outcomes. My additional

361. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 114.
362. Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Sept. 2, 2021), supra note 213.
363. Interview with Community Group Attorney, supra note 257.
365. E.g., Interview with State Air Quality Regulator, supra note 261 (describing settlements with environmental justice communities).
366. See supra notes 182-86 and accompanying text (describing the emergence of standardized mitigation measures in ESA consultations).
contribution is to point out how pervasive these improvements are, and how ingrained they are in the day-to-day grind of environmental regulation. It is not just a few high-profile events, like regional-scale habitat conservation plans or major enforcement settlements, that produce important negotiated decisions. Instead, these negotiations are occurring on a daily basis across broad swaths of environmental law, with the aggregate effect of thousands of negotiated project adjustments and mitigation measures likely adding up to profound differences in economic and environmental outcomes. And often, somewhat conversely, regulated entities’ preference to avoid negotiation, and the time it entails, produces environmental benefits, as those entities adjust their projects to avoid creating environmental impacts that might trigger regulatory requirements and associated negotiating processes.

A last factor explaining why advocates of vigorous environmental regulation might take a more positive view of negotiation is the common alternatives to negotiation. As multiple interview subjects noted, regulators who do not negotiate will not necessarily opt for stronger regulation. Sometimes they will just rubber-stamp whatever proposals regulated industries present to them, whether or not they comply with governing legal requirements. One dischargers’ association representative’s description captures this reality: “Let’s just be honest about it, that there are some states where the regulators don’t require as much. . . . I think the regulators are just generally less engaged. Again, they don’t have the resources, so I think it’s more that the permittees kind of drive the show.”

While acknowledging the roles of negotiation complicates both slippage critiques and the associated reform proposals, it does not necessarily undercut those proposals. Common responses to fears of slippage include advocating for petition rights, citizen suit provisions, and other measures that allow nongovernmental entities to demand stronger regulation even when

368. See Owen, supra note 138, at 187 (finding that project adjustments are pervasive results of ESA consultations); Adler, supra note 319, at 301-02 (arguing that environmentally beneficial adjustments are common results of NEPA compliance).

369. See supra notes 182-86 and accompanying text (discussing standardized endangered-species-protection conditions); Biber & Ruhl, supra note 230, at 181-82 (describing the appeal of general permits).

370. See Interview with Environmental Group Representative, supra note 364 (describing the repeated and problematic use of a “bad template” for HCPs); Interview with Association Representative (Oct. 5, 2021); see also Owen, supra note 138, at 193-94 (explaining how the option of negotiating mitigation measures can extend a regulatory program’s reach).


372. Interview with Association Representative, supra note 370.
government agencies are reluctant to provide it. Sometimes those measures may short-circuit regulatory negotiations; indeed, that may be the point. But often external oversight and negotiation will be compatible. A citizen suit may help kick-start a fruitful negotiation, and sometimes even the threat of such a suit can strengthen government negotiators’ hands, potentially leading to better environmental outcomes. External accountability measures also can enhance environmentally beneficial negotiations within regulated entities. As one private firm attorney explained, environmental groups’ work “sometimes is a benefit because it allows the people within an organization to be able to achieve . . . things that they were hoping to achieve anyway, and maybe it just hit some roadblocks. . . . That’s where the real traditional negotiating comes in.”

For these reasons, the larger point is not that negotiated slippage is a myth or that antislippage reforms are unjustified. Instead, the key points are that a significant amount of negotiation is not slippage-related and that a key goal of reforms should be to enhance and channel this negotiation rather than to limit it.

IV. Improving Regulatory Negotiations

The previous Part argued that an awareness of the importance of environmental negotiations partially undercuts some classic critiques of environmental law. But that does not mean all is well with the negotiating state. As this Part explains, environmental regulators’ embrace of negotiation, though sometimes enthusiastic, is also uneven, underinformed, and poorly documented. At times, it seems more like a clandestine affair than an acknowledged and thoughtful relationship, which leads to a range of negative secondary consequences—and to some potential solutions.

Understanding these problems is easier if one begins with some basic and common-sense principles to which a negotiating regulatory system ought to adhere. The discussion that follows therefore begins with three premises. First, government should provide more transparency than private-sector negotiators typically offer. Typically, that will mean telling the public—and the government’s own staff—what is negotiable, under what circumstances, and by whom. Second, government should negotiate effectively. That means, among other things, that regulatory negotiations should be staffed by appropriately trained negotiators who have sufficient resources to do their work well. Third,

373. See generally Sax, supra note 36 (advocating for such measures).
375. See Sinden, supra note 85, at 1411 (arguing that the ESA functions this way).
376. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 219.
government should negotiate *equitably*. That means helping groups with lesser sophistication and financial resources participate in negotiations.

Evaluating whether all environmental regulatory negotiations adhere to these principles is a task far beyond the scope of one article. With hundreds of agency offices handling thousands of negotiations every year, and with variation in approaches between regulatory programs, within those programs, and even among individual staff members at the same offices, a comprehensive account is impossible.\(^{377}\) Indeed, within that broad range of programs and participants, many negotiations probably are handled well. But even with those caveats, the evidence produced by this Article suggests several problems with environmental law’s approaches to negotiations.

### A. Transparency

In some circumstances, opacity about negotiations is an effective strategic choice. A used-car dealer or mattress-store owner may prefer that customers not realize how negotiable prices really are; the business will strike better deals. But government agencies are not used-car dealers. In the United States, providing transparency in agency decision-making processes is a core goal of administrative law.\(^{378}\) A foundational administrative-law assumption is that regulated entities and other interested parties are entitled to know when government agencies are making important decisions, what criteria will inform those decisions, and how nongovernmental interests can have a voice in those choices.\(^{379}\) Negotiated processes will sometimes require exceptions to those general principles. For example, some degree of confidentiality within negotiations can ensure open exploration of solutions.\(^{380}\) But occasional exceptions should not stop agencies—and, sometimes, legislators—from providing clear information about situations in which negotiations are possible.

Environmental regulators rarely receive or provide that sort of information. In most of the program areas described by this study, governing statutory law says nothing about the circumstances in which legislators hope to see negotiated outcomes (waste site cleanup is the key exception). Instead, Congress has created frameworks for thousands of negotiations without

\(^{377}\) Interview with Private Firm Attorney, *supra* note 150 (“[S]ome of this is even within an office, right? Obviously, you’re working . . . with individuals.”).


\(^{379}\) See *Weyerhaeuser Co. v. Costle*, 590 F.2d 1011, 1027-28 (D.C. Cir. 1978) (explaining the values served by transparency).

\(^{380}\) See *Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. Chiles Power Supply, Inc.*, 332 F.3d 976, 980 (6th Cir. 2003) (“There exists a strong public interest in favor of secrecy of matters discussed by parties during settlement negotiations.”).
acknowledging that those negotiations will occur. Agency implementing regulations likewise say hardly anything about negotiations. Some guidance documents provide more coverage. The NMFS-FWS joint handbook on HCP preparation discusses effective negotiations, but these are outliers. Even handbooks and guidance documents governing situations in which negotiation is common are often silent about those negotiations. The FWS-NMFS handbook on endangered species consultations, for example, uses the word “negotiate” only twice, both times in reference to negotiating extensions for document deadlines. The EPA’s NPDES Permit Writers’ Manual says nothing at all. Nor does its New Source Review Workshop Manual. An enterprising reader who understands that discretion often begets negotiation might read these documents and infer where negotiating opportunities lie, but not always—particularly if different agencies or offices implement similar regulatory regimes in different ways. More generally, I am not aware of any source—prior to this Article—that has attempted to provide a general map of the situations in which environmental regulators negotiate. This Article should not be novel, and the fact that it is provides further evidence of a systemic problem.

Ideally, transparency efforts would extend beyond describing situations in which negotiations can occur and would also provide information about the outcomes of past negotiations. That would be helpful on multiple fronts: Regulated entities and community groups could better understand the outcomes they should expect; agency staff could learn about the agreements other staff are reaching, which could generate better and more consistent agreements; and academics and policymakers who are interested in negotiated outcomes would have much more data to work with. There are also potential downsides; the prospect of increased transparency can inhibit discussions.

---
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384. See ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, supra note 208.


386. See Owen, supra note 202, at 92-105 (describing regional variation in regulatory approaches).

387. As one attorney explained, “I do sometimes feel like the regulatory lawyers are worried about agreeing to something [that] their other clients won’t like, because . . . once you
But overall, the literature on negotiations suggests that transparency can help otherwise-disadvantaged participants, limit parties’ willingness to stake extreme positions, and, on the whole, lead to more efficient negotiations with more widely acceptable outcomes.388

Here, as well, existing documentation falls well short. Many negotiated environmental documents are not readily available. For example, no searchable database of non-EIS NEPA documents exists.389 And even if the documents are available, the role of negotiation is often hidden from view. Permits generally do not document the ways in which the project proposal was modified—likely through negotiations—at the initial draft stage.390 Likewise, the role of negotiation in NEPA compliance is often opaque. As one federal employee explained, his agency routinely engages in early-stage discussions with applicants for approvals, and those discussions often lead to environmentally beneficial project adjustments.391 But rather than describing those adjustments as alternatives to or mitigation measures for the proposed project, the agency (with the applicant’s agreement) will often write them into the project description, which means, as he explained, that “you’d not see the choices that the [agency] was faced with and never see the progress we made through that negotiation.”392

get it in one permit, then everyone is going to argue that it’s now [best available control technology].” Interview with Community Group Attorney, supra note 257. A famous historical example illustrates a similar threat, though in a different context. See Jon Elster, Arguing and Bargaining in Two Constituent Assemblies, 2 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 345, 386, 410-13 (2000) (quoting James Madison while arguing that the closed nature of the United States’ constitutional convention made participants’ positions more fluid and promoted bargaining).

388. Research on the effects of transparency on regulatory negotiations is minimal, but research in other fields (along with the everyday experience of anyone who has bought a house since sale-price information became widely available) suggests that transparency can have a moderating effect on bargaining positions, reduce the power of the parties that previously could be opaque, and lead to greater convergence in outcomes. See, e.g., Nora Franzen, Andreas Ziegler, Giorgia Romagnoli, Valesca P. Retèl, Theo J.S. Offerman & Wim H. van Harten, Affordable Prices Without Threatening the Oncological R&D Pipeline—An Economic Experiment on Transparency in Price Negotiations, 2 CANCER RSV. COMM’NS 49, 54 (2022); Sara Hagemann & Fabio Franchino, Transparency vs Efficiency? A Study of Negotiations in the Council of the European Union, 17 EUR. UNION POL. 408, 409 (2016).
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391. Interview with BLM Employee, supra note 284.
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The negotiating state does not need to be a hidden collection of black boxes, and several straightforward reforms would help address its opacity. Agencies could revise regulations, handbooks, and guidance documents to specify what they are willing to negotiate, what they are not willing to negotiate, what general goals the agency seeks to achieve in its negotiations, and what kinds of information outside parties should bring to facilitate effective negotiations. Saying, explicitly, things like “we are always willing to discuss potential project changes that will streamline permitting” or “while protection of species is a non-negotiable goal, we are willing to consider a variety of ways of achieving that goal” may sound basic, but could be helpful.393 And agencies should also be willing, within the boundaries of reasonable confidentiality limitations, to document the outcomes negotiation has produced. Again, saying something like, “the applicant initially proposed 24/7 operation of the facility, but through negotiations we agreed to limit shipping traffic at night” could inform the agency, the applicant, and the interested public alike.394

B. Effectiveness

Negotiating effectively is hard. It takes time; it requires detailed knowledge of opportunities and challenges that define the range of possible solutions; it can require creativity; and it demands interpersonal skills that, for most people, do not come easily.395 For all these reasons, training and experience matter, as does providing negotiators with the time and support they need to succeed.396 Yet on all these fronts, environmental regulatory systems often fall short.

The most direct evidence of problems involves the training of government negotiators. When I asked regulators how they learned to negotiate, the

393. See Interview with Environmental Group Representative, supra note 364 (describing the text of the letter he would want a FWS director to write to his staff: “When [regulated entities] don’t know what we want, that drives far more frustration than us wanting too much”).

394. There is a countervailing possibility that more transparency could inhibit negotiators’ willingness to make concessions, particularly where they are worried about establishing some sort of precedent. As one attorney explained, “I do sometimes feel like the regulatory lawyers are worried about agreeing to something [that] their other clients won’t like, because . . . once you get it in one permit, then everyone is going to argue that it’s now [the best available control technology].” Interview with Community Group Attorney, supra note 257.


396. See id. at 529 (“Decentered, flexible, and responsive institutions are only as effective as the people comprising them.”).
recurring answer was “trial by fire.” Some government employees started negotiating without receiving any formal training. Others had such training, and they described it as valuable, but they wanted more—and, if they were supervisors, they also wanted more training for their staff. The only systematic and robust training programs I heard described were the EPA’s program for CERCLA lawyers and the United States Department of Justice’s trainings for its litigators. Otherwise, a more typical description came from a private firm Clean Air Act attorney, who described state permit writing as “a training ground for new college graduates,” with the actual training often provided by the experienced attorneys sitting on the opposite side of the negotiating table.

The resources available to government negotiators also vary markedly. Some agencies have sufficient budgets to staff negotiations and even to hire outside facilitators. One striking anecdote, for example, involved the hiring of an outside facilitator for negotiations between two federal agencies—a step that one agency’s representative described as highly effective. But both government and nongovernment interview subjects generally agreed that government negotiators—particularly at the state level—are chronically under-supported. “They’re young,” one attorney explained, “they’re eager, they want to do a good job, but they’re not properly resourced.” Likewise, a FWS official, though generally positive in his assessment of the agency’s

397. E.g., Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Oct. 25, 2021), supra note 214.
398. E.g., Interview with USFS Employee, supra note 277 (“Zero. Most of our leadership probably also have zero when they are selected for these positions.”).
399. E.g., Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Oct. 25, 2021), supra note 360 (“That training is amazingly helpful.”). Government employees also stressed the importance of mentoring. E.g., Interview with NMFS Official, supra note 161 (“We try and pair our more junior staff with more senior staff.”).
400. E.g., Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Sept. 14, 2021), supra note 215.
402. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 254; see Interview with Association Representative, supra note 218 (“[O]ften times, these permit writers at the state level have tremendous turnover, so they’re new.”).
404. Interview with BLM Employee, supra note 284.
405. E.g., Interview with State Water Quality Regulator (Sept. 14, 2021), supra note 215 (“We are not sufficiently staffed.”).
406. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 254.
training programs, noted that "oftentimes, we've got a GS-9 biologist sitting across the table from three people in $1,500 suits."\textsuperscript{407}

The deficiencies of agency-provided training and resources might be ameliorated by better education. Here, however, academic institutions appear to be falling short. Many law schools provide environmental-law education, and many provide negotiation training, but the two do not always meet. Legal textbooks generally do not document situations in which negotiation is a key part of environmental-law implementation, except, perhaps, in their discussions of enforcement proceedings, and students can complete an environmental-law curriculum without negotiating anything.\textsuperscript{408} Additionally, many of the people doing the negotiating—particularly on the government side—lack legal training.\textsuperscript{409} Agency staff often have degrees in environmental sciences or environmental engineering, as do the environmental consultants who handle much of the work from the regulated-entity side, and education in those realms tends to focus on technical content rather than negotiating techniques.\textsuperscript{410}

These deficiencies have consequences. In interviews, nongovernmental interviewees were generally critical—sometimes scathing—in their assessment of the effectiveness of government negotiators.\textsuperscript{411} The specifics of their complaints varied. Some environmental group representatives were frustrated at regulators' willingness to give away leverage,\textsuperscript{412} while multiple industry representatives argued that regulators should be better educated about industry needs and business models.\textsuperscript{413} But a deeper theme, common to most of the critiques, was that the administrative state's ambivalent embrace of negotiating is reflected in the performance of its negotiators. As one private-firm lawyer summarized the problem:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{407} Interview with FWS Official, supra note 154.
\item \textsuperscript{408} See supra note 1 and accompanying text. For useful teaching resources, see Environmental Dispute Resolution, note 2 above.
\item \textsuperscript{409} Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 254. ("Most negotiation on [air quality permitting] is done by consultants, not by lawyers.").
\item \textsuperscript{410} See SHIRLEY VINCENT, NAT'L COUNCIL FOR SCI. & ENV'T, INTERDISCIPLINARY ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: ELEMENTS OF FIELD IDENTITY AND CURRICULUM DESIGN 21-22 (2010) (describing environmental studies curricula).
\item \textsuperscript{411} E.g., Interview with Environmental Group Representative (Aug. 25, 2021) (describing one federal agency as "a horrible negotiator").
\item \textsuperscript{412} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{413} E.g., Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 172 (arguing that government negotiators "need to understand how these . . . pieces of infrastructure actually work and are actually financed"); see also Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 219 ("I don't think the regulators are getting the right training, and they certainly don't understand the agencies they're regulating . . . .").
\end{itemize}
Government officials, in the ESA context, are not good negotiators, and I would say the number one reason for that is that they don’t view their role as being a negotiator, even, in fact, when they’re doing it. Instead, they view their role as, “we’re the decision-maker. We have our agenda . . . .” Then they end up getting pulled into a negotiation. I’m not sure they recognize that’s what’s happened or that’s what they’re doing.414

Again, these are at least partially fixable problems. One of the most important fixes would be for state and federal legislators to appropriate more money to staff and train regulatory agencies.415 Compared to the overall cost of running a state or federal government, the additional investments could be quite modest, and the benefits could be substantial.416 Flexible, engaged governance is often more time-consuming than either rubber-stamping regulated entities’ requests or regulating by diktat,417 and increased investment in agency capacity can make such flexible and engaged governance possible. Hiring negotiation specialists also can help. The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, for example, has an office of dispute resolution, which provides the free services of experienced mediators to permit applicants and community groups seeking to resolve permit appeals.418 Even if Congress and state legislators do not want to set up independent offices, they can at least bolster training, consider hiring regulators from backgrounds where deal-making is part of the relevant education, and work to establish a culture of negotiating openly and effectively rather than with a variable mix of diffidence, reluctance, and secrecy.

C. Equity

A final key concern about the ways environmental regulators negotiate involves equity. The fear is straightforward: A system that relies on negotiation, which is a labor-intensive process in which soft factors like relationships and leverage (along with race and gender) can matter a great deal, is likely to favor parties with more experience in the field and financial

414. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 178; see also SUSSKIND, LEVY & THOMAS-LARMER, supra note 2, at 1 (“[T]he parties involved often do not realize they are taking part in negotiations.”).
417. See Interview with Association Representative, supra note 370 (describing states where “the permittees kind of drive the show”).
resources. That is particularly true if there is little transparency about the circumstances in which negotiation occurs. If one must have insider knowledge not just to effectively play the game, but also to know that the game is even being played, the field will be even more skewed. The resulting problems could affect anyone who interacts with environmental regulation, but they are particularly concerning for smaller and/or less experienced regulated entities and for environmental justice communities.

Measuring the extent to which these problems occur is difficult, but both regulators and attorneys representing regulated parties agreed that smaller, less resourced entities face disadvantages in negotiation-based systems. As one regulator explained, in response to a question about whether it is easier for larger companies to navigate regulatory negotiations: “It absolutely is. They have more resources and more . . . capacity to deal with developing a plan while maintaining their operations.” A private firm attorney likewise noted that when less resourced or experienced entities just submit applications and wait for regulators to act, without attempting to negotiate, “they will lose control and the ability to manage and finesse their proposal.” Another regulator explained: “The smaller the entity, the more difficult this is, because . . . they often don’t have the resources to do the studies that would help them. It is frustrating at times because we may be forced to do something more strict than we would like to do.” These challenges have solutions; even smaller business entities can hire experienced consultants and lawyers, and regulators emphasized that they try to support less sophisticated applicants. But there

419. See, e.g., Ian Ayres & Peter Siegelman, Race and Gender Discrimination in Bargaining for a New Car, 85 AM. ECON. REV. 304, 304 (1995) (finding disparities based on race and gender); see also Cohen, supra note 395, at 531; Katherine Levine Einstein & David M. Glick, Does Race Affect Access to Government Services? An Experiment Exploring Street-Level Bureaucrats and Access to Public Housing, 61 AM. J. POL. SCI. 100, 100-01 (2017) (“[A]n ample literature suggests that, in the absence of clear rules designed to preclude discrimination, bureaucrats with discretion can act according to their own biases.”).


421. There are multiple and contested definitions of environmental justice. See generally Clifford J. Villa, Remaking Environmental Justice, 66 LOY. L. REV. 469 (2020) (describing evolving and competing definitions of the phrase). Here, I am using the phrase “environmental justice community” to refer to communities that have suffered from some combination of racial and economic disadvantage and disproportionate environmental harms.

422. Interview with FWS Official, supra note 154.

423. Interview with Private Firm Attorney, supra note 178.


425. See id.; Interview with State Regulator (Sept. 21, 2021) (“[W]e would strongly encourage them to get an agent to act on their behalf. Then . . . we would very quickly put them in

footnote continued on next page
nevertheless was widespread agreement that negotiation favors entities with more experience and resources.

Similarly, interview subjects agreed that while negotiation creates opportunities for disadvantaged communities and other environmental advocates, the burdens of negotiation are real. Sometimes those burdens arise from not knowing when negotiations are occurring or not being able to attend. For example, one former government attorney described an extended Superfund negotiation in which:

We [had] this great big hotel ballroom, and these long meetings in the middle of the day. They’re almost exclusionary by design. Who are the people that have all this free time in the middle of the day to participate in these negotiations in the ballroom in downtown . . . ? They’re not community members . . . [They were] largely the people who had a financial interest in the outcome of the negotiations—largely the cleanup contractors.426

In other circumstances, environmental and disadvantaged-community advocates are invited to the table but cannot staff extended negotiation processes, particularly if multiple processes are occurring at the same time. As one small NGO’s attorneys explained:

When negotiations do occur, it is difficult to ensure sufficient resources are available . . . to counteract the large stake that regulated industries have in negotiations . . . . We’re often the only NGO voice in the room with expertise to present a different perspective than the industry participants. And we know that when we don’t make the time to show up, that perspective isn’t heard . . . [and] we’re accused of not participating in the stakeholders’ process and raising issues at the last minute after permit provisions have already been worked out.427

Sometimes a lack of access to technical expertise becomes a barrier to effective participation.428 Some environmental groups have highly sophisticated technical experts on staff, but others do not, and even the ones that do have such expertise often are “spread so thin,” as one NGO put it.429 Additionally, as one environmental justice attorney explained, “there’s not this pro bono concept in engineering. Even low-bono-type engineers are still $200 an hour, and so it’s really hard to get expert help.”430

426. Interview with Former EPA Attorney, supra note 119.
427. Email from Environmental Organization Representative, supra note 218.
429. Email from Environmental Organization Representative, supra note 218.
430. Interview with Community Group Attorney, supra note 257.
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While these problems clearly exist, it is hard to know whether a shift away from negotiated decision-making might ameliorate them. The harsh reality is that most decision-making processes tend to favor experienced and well-resourced actors. The same access challenges described above have often been identified for judicial, legislative, and more formalized administrative decision-making. Consequently, disadvantaged communities and other public-interest advocates might not achieve better outcomes under a system of bright-line, non-negotiable rules, or under a system in which agencies simply take a range of perspectives under advisement and then issue decisions without negotiating with anyone. Negotiation might be worse, just because it often takes longer, but the dialogue and engagement it creates will also sometimes provide advantages. Figuring out how those factors balance out would be difficult without much more evidence of outcomes from different types of decision-making processes.

But even if it is unclear how much negotiation causes or exacerbates equity problems, it is somewhat clearer, and probably more important to ask, how governmental approaches to negotiation can reduce those problems. The transparency reforms described earlier are one important step. Similarly, training programs can emphasize techniques to help involve community groups and regulated entities with fewer resources in negotiations—and to help them succeed in those negotiations. Intervenor funding, which already is important in contaminated-site cleanups and state public utility commission proceedings, also can be effective. More broadly, openly acknowledging the centrality of negotiation could help environmental law move beyond a circumstance in which only the experienced and the connected know enough to see through the myth of a rigid, inflexible system.

Conclusion

Environmental-law implementation is built on negotiation. One would not know this from reading most of the classic accounts of the field, or perhaps

434. See Interview with Community Group Attorney, supra note 257 (noting that negotiation allows her clients to obtain benefits they would not otherwise receive).
435. See NAT’L ASS’N OF REGUL. UTIL. COMM’RS, STATE APPROACHES TO INTERVENOR COMPENSATION (2021); see also Skinner-Thompson, supra note 428, at 439-40.
from a typical environmental-law education. But in all the field’s major programs, and at multiple stages of regulatory implementation, regulators, regulated entities, and sometimes environmental advocacy groups negotiate over the design of proposed actions and the obligations created by governing law. More generally, because some elements of implementation are negotiable and some are not, determining the potential subject matter and parameters of negotiation is central to the design of environmental-law systems.

As this Article has shown, recognizing this centrality of negotiation has important implications for the field. The prevalence of negotiation undercuts—albeit partially—critiques alleging that decentralization of regulatory authority, either through markets or some form of devolution, is necessary to bring flexibility and innovation to the field. Similarly, the nature of regulatory negotiations undercuts—though again partially—claims that placing flexibility in the hands of regulators will inevitably lead to the weakening of environmental law. But even if recognizing negotiation’s importance should soften some critiques, it supports others. Most significantly, and largely because environmental law has not openly embraced its close relationship with negotiation, the transparency, efficacy, and equity of environmental negotiations could substantially improve.